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Creating a Viscoelastic Spectrum of Aqueous Polyacrylamide Gel at 
Varying Concentrations 

 
Michelle Ash, Jean-Pierre Delville, Gopal Verma, H. Daniel Ou-Yang 

 
 
Current methods of obtaining microrheological measurements inside liquid 

materials hold the problem of contaminating the sample with an internalized 
foreign particle, especially problematic for intracellular microrheological 
measurements.  Opto-microrheology, specifically optical interferometry, solves 
this problem by allowing for pico- and nanoscale rheological measurements 
without coming into contact with the interior system of a sample.  Aqueous 
polyacrylamide (PAAm), a classical non-Newtonian gel can be used as a model of 
a simple cellular system, mirroring the experimental setup needed to study actual 
cells.  With a simple setup, a high power green laser (pump laser) is incident on a 
PAAm droplet, creating height deformation in the drop due to radiation pressure, 
which is then detected by interferometry using a low power red laser (probe laser).  
Firing a high-power green laser pulse deforms the gel droplet height in between 
maxima and minima, from which the viscosity and surface tension can be 
calculated.  Additionally, storage and loss moduli G’ and G”, respectively, can be 
obtained from the gel when exposed to a periodic sinusoidal laser pulse at a 
controllable frequency produced by a mechanical chopper or an acousto-optic 
modulator.  Comparison of our experimental viscoelastic data of PAAm at a single 
pulse and varying frequencies to literature rheological values of the gel, confirms 
an accurate viscoelastic spectrum of the gel, including calculations of G’ and G”.  
Based on these measurements and the noninvasiveness of this technique, as well as 
the simplicity of its setup, mechanical perturbation of a gel surface demonstrates 
adequate suitability for replication with cellular measurements.   
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Holographic superconductors: using AdS/CFT to study unconventional 
metals 

 
Jason Bennett, Sera Cremonini 

 
 
In recent years AdS/CFT has proven itself a powerful tool for investigating 
condensed matter systems. In this work, we present a review of the AdS/CFT 
correspondence and its applications to strongly interacting systems. The 
weak/strong coupling duality feature that makes the correspondence helpful for 
calculations will be discussed as a primary motivation for our application of the 
correspondence to superconductivity. After introducing superconductivity, we 
delve into our holographic model and discuss numerical results that mark the 
onset of instabilities below a critical temperature for stripe formation. I would like 
to acknowledge and thank the following people and entities: Sera Cremonini for 
teaching and advising me, Steven Waskie, Erin Blauvelt, and Anthony Hoover for 
guiding me through my project, Lehigh University physics department for 
organizing this program, as well as the National Science Foundation grant PHY-
1359195 for funding this program. 
 



Synthesis and Acidic Properties of Na/WOx/SiO2 Surface Sites for 
Oxidative Coupling of Methane 

 
Evan Blanchard, Daniyal Kiani, Lohit Sharma, Jonas Baltrusaitis 

 
 

 Abstract: Oxidative coupling of methane (OCM) is an important chemical 
process to convert readily available methane to more valuable materials, such as 
ethylene, for industrial processes.  Possible Na/WOx/SiO2 supported catalysts for 
an OCM reaction are evaluated for their potential utility using in situ infrared 
spectroscopy.  Ammonia is used to probe the acidic characteristics of the 
hypothesized active sites on the catalyst surfaces.  Changes in the ammonia 
adsorption spectrum with temperature provide information on the strength of the 
acidity of the sites.  The catalysts tested do not appear to be strongly acidic enough 
to be effective at the temperature of the OCM reaction.  This work was supported 
by NSF grant PHY-1359195. 
 
 
 
  



Rubrene Crystal Growth and Characterization 
 

Victoria Brunner1, Dr. Ivan Biaggio2 
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 Rubrene molecular crystals were grown using a Physical Vapor Transport 
(PVT) method, and the quality and quantity of the resulting crystals was studied as 
a function of the flow rate of Argon gas through the PVT furnace, and in 
dependence of the starting material, which was purchased from either ACROS or 
Sigma-Aldrich. It was generally observed that the ACROS source material 
generally lead to larger crystals, but both source materials could be used to 
generate good crystals in a “needle-like” or “platelet” shape at all flow rates we 
investigated. All crystals were characterized in terms of their morphology and 
using fluorescence spectroscopy in a confocal microscope, and we confirmed that 
all PVT grown crystals featured the characteristic fluorescence spectra expected 
from pristine orthorhombic rubrene.  The source materials were also compared, 
with the Sigma Aldrich material containing a large proportion of microcrystals that 
appeared to be a different rubrene isomorph, but this did not have an effect on the 
PVT grown crystals.   
Acknowledgements to Drew Finton, Eric Wolf, the Lehigh University Physics 
Dept., and the National Science Foundation (grant PHY-1359195). 
 
  



Dehydrogenation of Ethane on 100% S-edge of Molybdenum Disulfide 
 

Samuel Cieszynski, Ronak Upadhyay, Srinivas Rangarajan 
 
 

Current on-purpose olefin production uses either precious metal (such as Pt-based 
catalysts) or environmentally harmful (such as Cr-based) catalysts. MoS2, which is 
an earth abundant catalyst, is chosen as an alternative in this study. MoS2 is more 
active than its industrially-used alternatives, but only on short time scales. Our goal 
is to understand why MoS2 is initially more active, but deactivates over time. 
 
We explore the reaction network for the simplest possible alkane to olefin formation, 
i.e. ethylene from ethane, using periodic density functional theory (DFT). The 
overall reaction is endothermic, though elementary steps may be exothermic. The 
reaction intermediates' thermo-chemical energy is probed on the S-edge, which is 
one of the active sites on MoS2. The results indicate that deactivation via the 
formation of H2S or ethyl thiol seems less likely. However, product formation is 
hindered as overdehydrogenation (which leads to coke formation) is possible. A 
careful analysis of the result and a possible extension of this study is proposed. 
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Modeling Relaxations and Resonances in Relaxor Ferroelectrics 
Andrew A. DiBiasio & Jean Toulouse 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute & Lehigh University 
 

Below a certain temperature,  T*,  relaxor ferroelectrics are characterized by 
the appearance of polar nano-regions (PNR) with local polarization.  By virtue of 
their lack of inversion symmetry, these are also piezoelectric.  When placed in a 
DC field, the PNR align, giving rise to a macroscopic electrostrictive effect, while 
this property technically happens in all materials, it is particularly strong in relaxor 
ferroelectrics. There are currently phenomenological models which describe these 
materials, but they tell us very little about the underlying physics. K1-xLixTaO3 
(KLT) and KTa1-xNbxO3 (KTN) are both relaxor ferroelectrics.  The Li and Nb 
atoms in KLT and KTN act as dipoles because they are off center from the normal 
high symmetry sites.  At low temperatures, these dipoles will reorient less 
frequently and polar nano-regions will form. When a DC electrical field is applied, 
these polar nanoregions can align, giving rise to a macroscopic polarization. When 
an additional AC field is applied, it can excite an electrostrictive resonance. 
Simultaneously, the dipoles will spontaneously switch between different 
orientations, producing a relaxation.  Both of these terms couple, giving rise to 
remarkable effects. These terms also have real and imaginary parts which must be 
taken into account.  Using the theory put forward by Toulouse and Patnaik, we 
hope to accurately model the dielectric loss of KLT and KTN. 

The theory describes the dielectric loss of KTN very well at different 
temperatures.  The dielectric loss of KTN changes over time as the AC field is 
swept through the resonance repeatedly, switching from one peak to two sharp 
peaks. This is due to the increasing alignment of the PNR. The relaxation time is 
effectively zero because the Nb atom changes polarity via tunneling.  Between 84K 
and 76K, the dielectric loss of KLT exhibits a single resonance peak.  However, 
above 86K, a second peak appears.  The theory as it currently only described the 
KLT behavior in the single peak temperature region but not at higher temperature 
where two resonance peaks are also observed.  We believe that this is due to the 
coupling between the relaxation and the piezoelectric response, which is only 
implicitly accounted via the relaxation time, τ. 

We are grateful for support from the National Science Foundation Grant 
PHY-1359195. 
 
  



Ephemeris Degeneration in TESS Targets 
 

Mallory Harris, Joshua Pepper 

 

 

The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS), launched April 

2018, will detect exoplanet candidates around bright stars that will be 

confirmed using ground-based telescopes.  Many of these targets will be left 

unobserved for some time after the TESS observations, causing knowledge 

of the ephemerides, or the position of exoplanets in their orbit at a specific 

time, to deteriorate as initial measurement error compiles with each 

subsequent unobserved orbit. Mock observations by TESS were modeled 

through use of a simulated population of exoplanets (Barclay et al. 2018) to 

deduce the error with which predictions of future transit events can be made 

and how that error increases as time elapses. This knowledge of how the 

ephemerides expire allows prioritization of candidates for follow-up 

observations and the preservation of valuable telescope time. 

 

We thank the National Science Foundation for making this summer research 
possible with NSF grant PHY-1359195.  
 

  



The Effects of Polarization on Crystal Growth in LNS Glass by 
femtosecond laser irradiation 

 
Lejla Hoxha, Sean McAnany, Volkmar Dierolf, and Himanshu Jain 

 

The goal of this research was to better understand the influence of laser light 
polarization on the growth of single crystal lines in lithium niobosilicate glass 
(LNS), and whether or not the polarization has an effect on the orientation of the 
crystal. Based on previous work by Poumellec1, it is expected that the width of the 
crystal line depends on polarization. Hence, it is expected that periodically varying 
the polarization during writing will result in a periodic variation of the crystal 
width. The research began by making and preparing the glass. In order to make the 
lines in the glass, the laser setup included a rotation mount and a half-wave plate to 
change the angle of polarization of the femtosecond laser. With the LabVIEW 
program, lines can be scanned along the glass simultaneously as the half-wave 
plate is rotated. The data collected for different polarization rotation speeds 
showed the expected periodic wave pattern. Therefore, it is clear that there are 
distinct differences between the rotated polarized lines and the singularly polarized 
lines based on the periodicity of the collected data. Further experimentation might 
include scanning lines at one scanning speed and different angles of polarization to 
see if the width of the lines change overall. By doing Raman spectroscopy or 
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), the crystal orientation can be determined 
and compared to see how the change in the angle of polarization affects the crystal. 
  
This research would not be completed without the advisement of Dr. Volkmar 
Dierolf and Dr. Himanshu Jain, the help of Sean McAnany, and the funds from the 
National Science Foundation grant PHY-1359195. 
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Syntheses of Azo Dyes as Model Systems for Photo-Induced 
Proton Coupled Electron Transfer 

 
Amanda Kemmerer     Advisor: Elizabeth Young1 

 
 

Proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) is critical in natural systems 
that carry out power conversion reactions as well as in chemical reactions 
that involve small molecule activation. PCET describes the process by 
which both protons and electrons are moved in concert in order to achieve 
more facile reaction kinetics by avoiding high energy intermediates. In this 
work, we have designed several model systems aimed at providing a 
mechanistic understanding of the thermodynamics and kinetics of reactions 
involving PCET. These model systems incorporate an azo linkage as a 
proton-sensitive bridging unit. Anthracene-based azo dyes were targeted in 
this work, as anthracene provides a means to incorporate a competent 
photo-trigger for the reaction. A series of electron donating moieties were 
chosen to complete the electron donor-acceptor pair. The azo dyes were 
analyzed using infrared spectroscopy (IR) to confirm the presence of the 
azo linkage and by NMR to establish the purity. With the azo dyes in hand, 
transient absorption spectroscopy and electrochemistry will be used to 
measure PCET within this model system. These anthracene-based azo 
dyes provide an interesting molecular system to explore photophysical 
processes involved in ultrafast charge transfer reactions of importance. 
 
Acknowledgments: National Science Foundation Grant PHY-1359195, 
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Simulating Polarization and Oscillations of  
Cdc42 for Cell Growth 

Hailey Lovelece1, Bita Khalili2, Dimitrios Vavylonis2 
1Department of Physics, Clemson University, 2Department of Physics, 

Lehigh University 
 
Polarized growth of cells is regulated by small GTPases, which are proteins 
that exist in active form bound to GTP and inactive form bound to GDP. 
Cdc42 is a membrane bound GTPase that promotes localized cell growth 
through the polymerization of actin.  Fission yeast cells have a rod like 
structure that are lengthened by patches of Cdc42-GTP at high 
concentration at the tips of the cell.  After mitosis and the initial stages of 
cell growth, Cdc42 enters a pattern of bipolar patch oscillation.  In budding 
yeast, Turing pattern formation mechanisms were used to model a single 
Cdc42-GTP patch forming through self-recruitment.  These models 
established a method of using reaction-diffusion equations to demonstrate 
pattern formation by Cdc42-GTP.  Using ideas from these prior works, we 
developed reaction-diffusion equations to model the bipolar oscillations of 
Cdc42-GTP patches at the tips of fission yeast cells.  This more 
complicated model can be used to better understand the emergence of 
more complex polarization patterns in biological systems.  We modeled 
Cdc42 associated membrane bound GAPs (Cdc42 inactivating proteins) 
and GEFs (Cdc42 activating proteins) that provide negative and positive 
feedback in the reaction-diffusion equations.  We modeled the fission yeast 
system (with a total of two GEFs and three known GAPS) with two GAPs 
and one GEF concentration fields in the model.  GAP1 and GEF follow 
Cdc42-GTP patches and have a constant diffusion coefficient.  GAP2 also 
follows Cdc42-GTP patches, but quickly diffuses inside of the Cdc42-GTP 
patch and slowly diffuses outside of the Cdc42 patch.  A three-dimensional 
membrane surface model made up of discrete Voronoi cells was used to 
calculate the concentration of Cdc42, GAPs and GEFs along the cell tips 
and sides.  Different rate constants for the two GAPs and different amounts 
of GEF were tested and compared.  Rate constants and amounts of GEF 
that resulted in bipolar oscillations were found, with periods of these 
oscillations of order minutes, comparable to prior experimental 
observations.   
 
This work was supported by National Science Foundation grant PHY-
1359195 (HL) and NIH (BK and DV).  



	
	

Hollow	Beam	Atom	Trap	

Mari	McPheron,	Ariel	Sommer	

	

Square	well	potentials	have	been	utilized	in	the	study	of	cold	atoms	to	
produce	uniform	densities.	Previous	work	on	spin	transport	in	a	Fermi	gas	
has	been	done	using	a	harmonic	trap.	Since	the	atomic	density	was	not	
uniform	in	an	harmonic	trap	only	the	trap	averaged	spin	transport	
parameters	could	be	measured(1).	Using	a	square	well	potential	with	a	
uniform	density	will	allow	the	measurement	of	the	local	values	of	spin	
transport	coefficients.	One	method	for	creating	a	square	potential	well	is	
creating	a	hollow	laser	beam(2).	Because	of	atom	light	interactions,	Lithium-6	
atoms	are	repelled	by	light	with	a	wavelength	of	532nm,	allowing	the	light	to	
effectively	trap	the	atoms(3).	An	axicon	is	implemented	to	create	a	hollow	
laser	beam.	Laser	light	sheets	are	implemented	to	cap	off	the	hollow	laser	
beam.	A	hollow	laser	beam	with	a	diameter	~80um,	thickness	of	~10um,	and	
length	of	~600um	has	been	created.	A	light	sheet	with	a	length	of	~130um,	
width	of	~3.6mm,	and	a	thickness	of	~11.7um	has	been	created.	In	order	to	
effectively	implement	the	trap,	the	laser	power	for	the	hollow	beam	must	be	
.042W	and	the	laser	power	for	the	light	sheets	must	be	.80W.	

Special	thanks	to	the	National	Science	Foundation	grant	PHY-1359195	
for	funding	this	project.	

	

	 	



Using Transient Absorption Spectroscopy to Measure Kinetics in 
Antimony Sulfide-Based Solar Cells 

Dana O’Connor, Dr. Elizabeth Young 
Allegheny College, Lehigh University 

  

 Extremely thin absorber (ETA) solar cells have been the focus of recent 
research because of their inexpensive production cost and promising potential for 
high power conversion efficiencies (PCE) using very little material.  Recent work 
has investigated using antimony sulfide as an ETA material in solar cell devices. In 
one such device, poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) was used as the hole conducting 
layer and titanium dioxide (TiO2) was used as the electron conducting layer.  This 
work expands the study of these solar cells to elucidate the photophysical 
processes and timescales at play in the device operation.  Transient absorption 
spectroscopy was used to investigate the kinetics of these antimony sulfide-based 
solar cells. Three samples were investigated: (1) an antimony sulfide only sample, 
(2) a sample containing an electron transporting layer (TiO2),  and (3) a sample 
containing an electron transporting layer and a hole transporting layer 
(P3HT).  Samples (2) and (3) displayed significantly shorter antimony sulfide 
excited-state lifetimes than sample (1).  Our results suggest that both hole and 
electron transporting layers assist in transporting photo-generated holes and 
electrons out of the antimony sulfide to the proper channels. Hole generation was 
measured to occur with a rate constant of ktrap = ~ 2 1012s−1 ⨉ 10 while hole 
transfer to P3HT was found to occur with a rate constant of ktransfer = 7.0107 s−1 
in the devices studied.  We would like to acknowledge the National Science 
Foundation grant PHY-1359195 for providing the funds for this research.  

	

 
  



Dihadron correlations in simulated Au+Au collisions  
at √SNN = 200 GeV 

 
Mario Olivares, Rosi Reed 

 
One of the central ideas being studied in high-energy nuclear physics is the 
behavior of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). The QGP is a strongly coupled, 
near perfect liquid that is the result of a sufficiently hot environment created 
in a collision between two heavy ions in a particle accelerator. This collision 
melts the structure of ordinary protons and neutrons, resulting in a system 
of deconfined quarks and gluons. We know that the QGP develops and 
hadronizes too quickly to be directly observed; thus we are left to probe the 
QGP using particles formed in the collision that produced it. Jets are a 
narrow cone of hadrons that are formed after quarks and gluons---
collectively called partons---fragment into observable, and relatively stable 
particles. Jets are created in both heavy ion collisions where the QGP is 
formed, and also in lighter nuclei collisions, such as proton + proton 
collisions, where the QGP is not formed. The partons that eventually form 
jets interact strongly with the QGP, and thus measuring how jets behave in 
the presence of the QGP, and comparing it to how jets behave in the 
absence of the QGP, we are able to probe information about the QGP 
through the jet energy loss. 
 
I would like to thank Lehigh University and the National Science Foundation 
grant PHY-1359195 for funding and enabling this research. 
  



Measuring the QGP temperature using momentum spectrum of
charged pions formed in Au-Au collisions at

p
SNN =27 GeV.

Cian Charles Reeves
under supervision of Professor Rosi Reed

July 2018

Abstract

The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) located at Brookhaven National Lab (BNL) in

Upton, New York allows for a variety of heavy ions to be collided at a range of di↵erent energies

including gold nuclei. During these high energy collisions a form of exotic matter known as the

Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) is formed. The QGP is is a high temperature liquid made up of strongly

interacting, asymptotically free quarks and gluons that are no longer confined inside hadrons. A

variety of particles are formed during cooling and hadronization of the QGP. This analysis focused

on charged pions (⇡±
), kaons (K±

) and protons (p) formed in Au-Au collisions at
p
sNN =27 GeV,

taken during run 18 as a part of the second Beam Energy Scan (BES II) by the Solenoidal Tracker

at RHIC (STAR). STAR is equipped with a variety tools which allow for the measurement of a wide

range of properties of the particles produced during collisions at RHIC, such as charge, particle

momentum and particle mass, all of which can be used for particle identification and ultimately

to deduce properties of the QGP. This analysis used properties measured directly by STAR and

secondary properties calculated from these direct measurements to create a momentum spectrum

for charged pions which in turn was used to measure the temperature of the QGP at chemical freeze

out (TCh). TCh was found to be 1.85x1012 ± 1.0x1011K.
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Second Harmonic Generation in Amorphous Organic Films 
with Preferential Orientational Order 

Anita Richardson and Ivan Biaggio 
Department of Physics, Lehigh University 

 
Following the recent demonstration that in-situ poling during molecular beam 
deposition of small molecules can lead to organic thin films that not only have a 
high optical quality, but also possess a linear electro-optic effect. We investigated 
the stability of the related preferential molecular orientation in the molecular 
assembly. The preferential orientation of the “DDMEBT” dipolar molecules was 
characterized by studying the dependence of second harmonic generation 
efficiency from the relative orientation of the poled thin films and the polarization 
of the incident fundamental light. We constructed a mount for the deposited film 
that allowed to control and stabilize the temperature of the films during a second 
harmonic generation experiment, and we found that the molecular order is 
essentially stable up to a temperature of about 70 degrees centigrade.  The 
experimental setup developed during this work will be further used to investigate 
the orientational order and its stability in films fabricated using different molecular 
beam deposition parameters (substrate temperature, deposition rate). In-situ poling 
of small molecule assemblies is a new paradigm for creating organic electro-optic 
modulators in integrated optics that can work at ultra-high speeds and would 
provide essential functionality for transferring information from the electrical to 
the optical domain in future photonics circuitry. 
 
I would like to thank the National Science Foundation grant PHY-1359195 for 
providing me the funding for my research.  
  



 

Investigating the best method for minimizing friction between lipid bilayers and a glass 
substrate.  
 
Connor Simpson, Autumn Anthony, and Aurelia Honerkamp-Smith 
 

The membranes around cells are made of phospholipid molecules consisting of a 
hydrophilic head and a hydrophobic tail.  When placed in water, they will spontaneously form 
structures called bilayers, where hydrophilic heads form the outer part and hydrophobic tails 
form the inner part of the membrane. Supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) consist of a membrane 
separated from a glass substrate by about 1 nm of water [1] and are widely used by 
experimentalists as simplified models of cell membranes. When bilayers are supported on glass, 
the mobility or diffusion constant of individual lipids is lowered compared to bilayers with water 
on both sides [2], and measured diffusion constants are strongly dependent on the preparation 
and roughness of the glass surface [3, 4].  In order to study lipid and protein mobility in 
supported membranes, we seek a glass preparation protocol that maximises lipid mobility. To 
do this, we tested four glass preparation methods: First, we immersed slides in 1% Alconox (a 
detergent) in water for 30 minutes, followed by extensive rinsing in 18 MΩ deionized (DI) water. 
Our own observations suggested that the length of detergent soaking could be significant, so we 
subsequently increased immersion time to 24 hours. Next, we followed a recently published 
procedure [5] consisting of etching and sonication in a saturated solution of potassium 
hydroxide (KOH) in ethanol, followed by extensive rinsing, and a 10-minute plasma etch. This 
procedure is expected to both make the glass surface hydrophilic and flatten it significantly. 
Finally, we subjected glass coverslips to the first step of the “RCA” cleaning procedure which is 
commonly used for industrial silicon wafers. After cleaning, coverslips were stored in DI water. 
Immediately before use, coverslips were dried with a nitrogen pump and then plasma etched for 
30 seconds. We prepared lipid bilayers by electroformation [6] from  99.2% 
egg-phosphatidylcholine and .8% Texas Red DHPE in a 200 mM sucrose solution.  We then 
diluted vesicles into a 200 mM glucose and 5 mM calcium chloride solution, and injected them 
into a chamber made of two coverslips separated by double-sided tape. The vesicles 
sedimented to the bottom of the chamber and burst to form continuous supported lipid bilayers 
on the lower glass surface. To measure diffusion constants on each substrate, we performed 
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments on a confocal microscope. In 
these experiments, a high-intensity laser is used to photobleach Texas Red molecules in a 
small circular area of the bilayer. Fluorescence in this area then recovers as non-bleached 
fluorophores diffuse into the bleached area. To extract quantitative data from our FRAP images 
we used a fast Hankel transform to extract the diffusion constant from intensity data taken from 
the FRAP region and averaged over all angles [7].  We know that the diffusion process taking 
place conforms to Fick’s second law.  This means that in Fourier space the operator solution to 
the initial value problem is a linearly falling exponential in time which we can fit to our data to 
find the diffusion coefficient.  We found that KOH etching produces a diffusion constant of 4.95 ± 
0.166 µm²/sec, the RCA-1 procedure results in diffusion constants of 4.20 ± 0.505 µm²/sec, and 
alconox immersion for 30 minutes and 24 hours produce constants of 3.89 ± 0.491 and 4.76 ± 

 



 

1.07 µm²/sec, respectively. The KOH etching procedure resulted in the highest diffusion 
constant with the lowest variance of all the procedures we tested. 
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Raman Characterization of Single Crystals in Sb2S3 Glass 
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The structure of single crystals makes them incredibly useful when 
considering mechanical, optical, and electrical processes. In our studies, we explored 
Sb2S3 crystals that have favorable ferroelectric and pyroelectric properties. These 
crystals we produced by converting a glass of the same composition in a crystal. 
That process involves nucleation and growth of a crystal. Nucleation is understood 
to be a random process, therefore manufacturing them with desired orientations 
proves to have its challenges. Using in situ Raman spectroscopy, we aimed to obtain 
more information about nucleation and the early crystallization process. In situ 
measurements proved to be difficult due to low time resolution. Since nucleation 
happens very rapidly, sufficient spectra for the early crystallization process could 
not obtained. At the shortest exposure time to obtain usable spectra, a crystal had 
already formed in the first frame. 

To determine the method for best crystal and spectra yield, multiple 
parameters were considered such as power, exposure time, and objective lens. It was 
found that higher power and a longer exposure time produced better spectra. Higher 
laser power, however, did produce oxidation initially. A membrane box was used to 
reduce oxidation at higher powers. EBSD was performed on a few of the crystals to 
determine the effects of the definite polarization of the laser on the orientation. 
Preliminary results show that the polarization could have an effect on the crystal 
orientation. Future studies include characterizing individual peaks with specific 
crystal orientations and further investigation of polarization effects. 
 
I would like to thank the National Science Foundation grant PHY-1359195 for 
financial support of this project. 
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Matthew Barlow 

Advisor: Volkmar Dierolf 

Modeling Laser Induced Crystal Growth 
 

Abstract 

The goal of this project is to model temperature dependent nucleation and growth 

rates of laser induced crystals in glasses. The laser at our disposal is a femto-

second laser with a power of 800mW, moving at a speed of approximately 20um/s. 

Several approaches are taken to the task of modeling, primarily based off Fourier’s 

heat equation – expanded to three dimensions. Equilibrium temperature is taken to 

be when heat loss to surroundings equals the heat gain from the laser, and 

boundary conditions are set at room temperature. Concessions are made to simplify 

to equation to a form which could be sufficiently approximated in Python. 

Variables such as specific heat capacity, thermal diffusivity, and others are taken to 

be constants when they are not. The derived equation is then iteratively applied 

across the spatial coordinates of the glass in question, with time a variable. The 

data obtained is then plotted as a 2D array with adjustable z-axis. The faster 

models are compared to a more exact solution and found to be sufficient in their 

capabilities to approximate temperature distribution.  

I would like to thank the National Science Foundation for presenting me the 

opportunity to conduct this research through grant PHY-1359195. 

 

  



Madison Brown, Lehigh University Summer 2017 REU Participant  

Qingguo Bai, Jean-Pierre Delville, Marie-Helene Delville, H. Daniel 
Ou-Yang 

 
Abstract: 

 Hybrid Janus Nanoparticles possess a plethora of promising scientific 
applications from self-assembly and active particles to Langmuir-Blodgett films. In 
particular, titanium dioxide is of interest because of its versatility. Select 
photodeposited metals on TiO2 provide avenues for study in medicine, energy, and 
the environment. Using a UV Laser, gold nanoparticles were photodeposited onto 
nanoplatet TiO2 particles in aqueous suspensions in pursuit of high (>80%) hybrid 
Janus particle yield and larger. Optimization of the experimental setup required 
adjustments to the intensity of the laser, the duration of UV particle exposure, and 
the metal ion concentration of the photodeposited solution. Promising experimental 
parameters, 2.5mW with surfactant at 1:4 oil to solution flow rate, resulted in 
<50% Janus particle yield and an average gold particle size of 12nm.  

 

Acknowledgements:  

Qingguo Bai, PhD Student, ICMCB & LOMA, Universite de Bordeaux  

Dr. Jean-Pierre Deville, LOMA, CNRS, Universite de Bordeaux 

Dr. Marie-Helene Deville, ICMCB, CNRS, Universite de Bordeaux 

Dr. H. Daniel Ou-Yang, Soft Matter & Biophotonics Laboratory, Lehigh 
University 

National Science Foundation grant PHY-1359195 
 

  



Comparison of Stimulated Brillouin Scattering in Different Optical Fibres 

P. M. Christodoulou, J. Toulouse 
Department of Physics, Lehigh University 

 

An optical fiber set-up was assembled to measure Brillouin Scattering. 

Measurements of the Brillouin Scattered light as a function of frequency were 

obtained by mixing the optical wave backscattered from the fiber under study with 

reference wave coming directly from the source. Beating between these two resulted 

in a Brillouin signal at radio frequencies, which could be analyzed on an electrical 

spectrum analyzer. Using this set-up, Brillouin Scattering was measured as a 

function of input power in three optical fibers with different geometrical 

characteristics. A graph of the backscattered power as a function of input power in 

dBm provided a value of the SBS threshold, Pth, for each fiber. Pth is found to be 

directly correlated to the core area, indicating that the Brillouin gain coefficient must 

approximately be the same in all three fibers.  

This project was supported by grant PHY-1359195 from the National Science 

Foundation. 

  



A Sine from the Heavens: Analyzing the Light
Curves of Contact Binary Systems

Brittani Costa
Joshua Pepper

Lehigh University 2017 REU

Abstract

Contact eclipsing binary stars can be used to determine the distances to stellar systems like open
clusters and globular clusters. In Rucinski (2005), it was shown that contact binaries have a correlation
between their orbital periods, total luminosity, and color. Therefore, if color, period, and apparent
magnitude are known, distance can be calculated. In order to re�ne the Rucinski relation, our project
aims to determine precise orbital periods of large numbers of contact binaries. We use data from the
Kilodegree Extremely Little Telescope (KELT) survey, which o�ers over a decade worth of photometric
observations of hundreds of thousands of star systems. By applying the Lomb-Scargle algorithm to the
KELT data, we determine precise periods for thousands of individual star systems. By combining the
more precise periods found through the L-S analysis with distances from the upcoming Gaia mission and
color information from other sky surveys, we will be able to improve the calibrated parameters for the
Rucinski relation to better measure the distances to contact binaries. I would like to thank the National
Science Foundation (NSF), PHY-1359195 for funding the project.
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Unique Divine 

Susquehanna University 

Dr. Slava Rotkin 

Raman Imaging for Localization of Carbon Nanotubes  

Inside Neural Stem Cells 
 

Abstract 

The goal of this project was to localize single-walled carbon nanotubes inside of 

C17.2 neural stem cells. Dr. Rotkin’s group already found that carbon nanotubes 

are not cytotoxic in ultra-low concentrations. However, the cell structure is still 

affected by the uptake of carbon nanotubes. In order to further understand this 

process, Raman spectra were collected for over 40 cells with varying 

concentrations of nanotubes and cell treatments. The data also included Z stacks of 

the cells to confirm whether or not nanotubes sat inside or on the surface.  A 

method for acquiring large data sets of Raman spectra is now available for use in 

further analysis, including details on laser intensity, integration time, and how to 

focus the Raman microscope on transparent cells in an efficient manner. 

 

I’d like to give special thanks to Lehigh University, the National Science 

Foundation for NSF REU PHY-1359195, NSF ECCS-1509786, and CREF. 

 

  



Katherine Elia 

Rubrene Single Crystals: Morphology and Characterization 

 The aim of this work was to set up and optimize an apparatus for growing high quality 
organic single crystals via a vapor-transport method, together with the systematic 
characterization of the crystals obtained in such a way. The samples grown in this study where 
rubrene single crystals, a material that is currently of interest for unique characteristics such as 
high efficiency singlet exciton fission and triplet exciton fusion, and a large triplet exciton 
diffusion length. Crystal growth was studied as a function of parameters such as sublimation-
temperature and flow-rate — which were optimized towards obtaining different crystal 
geometries — and the quality of the crystals was validated by determining their 
photoluminescence spectrum, particularly in view of avoiding an artifact that has plagued the 
crystals grown by other groups. The crystals we obtained where confirmed to be of pristine 
quality. In addition to obtaining their photoluminescence spectra, we also conducted a study of 
the triplet exciton diffusion length by observing the luminescence caused by triplet-triplet 
annihilation in several crystals. In this way we confirmed that the triplet diffusion length in the 
crystals we grew reaches the same relatively long value of 4 micrometers that was previously 
determined in samples grown by other groups. 

I would like to thank the National Science Foundation grant PHY-1359195 for financial support 
of this project. 



Manipulation of Metal Nanoparticles in Glass: 
How to Make Circuits in Glass 

Sarah Fordjour, Advisor: Volkmar Dierolf1 

 
The goal of this project was to create metal wires in the glass. The metal 

wires would be used to send electrical signals to an optical integrated circuit. There 
were many techniques used to achieve this goal which ranged from doping 
LaBGeO5 with gold, and doping LiNbO3-SiO2 with both gold and silver. Another 
technique used was ion exchanging commercial microscope slide glass with sliver 
nitrate. All these glasses were then irradiated with a femtosecond laser. The laser 
creates free electrons within the metal which helps reduce the gold or silver in the 
glass changing it from the ionic state to metallic state. Then both the doped glasses 
were annealed in a furnace which causes the single gold or silver atoms to 
coalesce. Annealing the glass also makes it easier for gold or silver to precipitate 
out of the irradiated areas. After which conductivity measurements are performed 
on the glass samples to see if the glass is conductive. During this project several 
challenges came about one being that the addition of Au or Ag into LiNbO3-SiO2 
led to immediate crystallization during the glass fabrication process.  Another 
challenge was getting gold to precipitate out of LaBGeO5 after it had been 
irradiated. After being irradiated with the fs laser black lines formed on the ion 
exchanged microscope slide glass. However, after performing conductivity 
measurements using a probe station it was found that ion exchanged glass was not 
anymore conductive than piece of glass that not had been ion exchanged. 

	

1	Department	of	Physics,	Lehigh	University,	Bethlehem,	Pennsylvania	18015	USA	

Acknowledgments:	National	Science	Foundation	Grant	PHY-1359195	

	

  



Cataloging Detached Eclipsing Binary Star Systems  

from the KELT Survey 

Authors: PJ Gibson, Dr. Joshua Pepper 
 
 

The aim of this project was to create catalog of detached eclipsing binary (dEB) 

star systems using data from the KELT survey.  Due to the shape of dEB light 

curves, we chose to use BLS, a box-fitting algorithm, to search through 130,000 

photometric light curves in search for dEBs.  We eliminated certain light curves 

based on apparent systematic noise, only selected objects with a strong algorithmic 

signal, and created an outlier-elimination technique in order to reduce the number 

of false positives.  After completing this procedure for one of roughly 40 fields in 

the KELT survey, we found over 500 dEBs.  Moving forward, we intend on using 

our procedure on the remainder of the KELT fields to identify all dEBs.  

 

This project was made possible by National Science Foundation grant PHY- 

1359195. 
  



A Centrality and Event Plane Detector to Complete the Phase Diagram 
of Quantum Chromodynamics 

 

George Halal 
 

Abstract: 

The properties of the nearly perfect liquid, Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), which filled 
the universe a microsecond after the Big Bang are studied by colliding heavy-ions 
at ultra-relativistic energies. Our project focuses on building and testing an Event 
Plane Detector (EPD) for the Solenoid Tracker at RHIC (STAR), where RHIC 
stands for the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider and analyzing the data collected from 
collisions. When a charged particle hits one of the optically-isolated tiles of this 
detector, which are made of scintillator plastic, it lights up. The light then travels 
through a wavelength-shifting fiber embedded in the tile to a clear optical fiber to be 
detected by silicon photo-multipliers. This detector is an improved version of the 
Beam-Beam Counter (BBC), which is currently at STAR. It will help us measure 
the centrality and event plane of collisions with more precision. Data collected will 
aid us in mapping out the transition phase between the QGP and hadronic matter, 
which evolved into the chemical elements we see today. It will also help in searching 
for a unique critical point in the phase diagram of Quantum Chromodynamics 
matter. In 2017, a commissioning run has taken place at RHIC, colliding protons at 
!"" = 510 GeV and gold ions at !"" = 54.4 GeV, where data was collected from 

the eighth of the EPD that is installed. Finally, I would like to thank Lehigh 
University for making this summer research project possible for me. 
  



Simulations	of	Branching	Actin	Filament	Networks	at	the	Leading	
Edge	of	Moving	Cells	

Aaron	Hall1,	Dimitrios	Vavylonis2	
1Department	of	Physics,	University	of	Wisconsin-Milwaukee,		

2Department	of	Physics,	Lehigh	University	
	

	

Branched	filamentous	actin	networks	provide	the	driving	force	for	lamellipodial	
protrusions	in	motile	cells.	Structural	network	changes	occur	due	to	filaments	
polymerizing,	depolymerizing,	capping,	severing,	and	nucleating	either	as	
branches	or	de	novo.	The	actin	network	in	lamellipodia	has	been	studied	in	prior	
mathematical	and	computational	models;	however,	little	is	known	about	how	
network	remodeling	away	from	leading	edge	regulates	its	size	and	structural	
properties.	We	developed	a	3D	simulation	of	this	network	at	the	level	of	
individual	filaments,	defining	various	processes	as	occurring	with	defined	rate	
constants.	Through	changing	of	rates,	effects	on	the	network’s	structure	and	size	
due	to	different	parameters	were	observed.	In	particular,	it	was	seen	that	
increased	severing	leads	to	a	faster	drop	off	in	actin	concentration,	resulting	in	a	
shorter	lamellipodium.	In	addition,	branching	not	limited	to	occurring	near	the	
leading	edge	extends	the	depth	of	the	lamellipodium,	by	allowing	away	from	
leading	edge	nucleation	of	filaments.	
	
This	project	was	supported	by	the	National	Science	Foundation	grant	PHY-
1359195.	

  



Feasibility of Jet Shape Measurements at RHIC

Sean Jeffas

Abstract

One of the current main questions in nuclear physics is determining the properties of the
Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP). One method of studying the properties of the QGP used at the
Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is measuring the jet shapes, defined as the fractional transverse
momentum radial distribution around the jet axis, in a heavy ion collision at

√

sNN = 2.76
TeV. By comparing how these jets change in the presence of the QGP we can find out more
about its properties. This method would be useful to measure the QGP’s properties at the
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at

√

sNN = 200 GeV. Therefore simulations have been
run at RHIC energies and Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC (STAR) detector specifications to see if
jet shape measurements would be feasible. This work was funded through the generosity of the
National Science Foundation grant PHY-1359195.
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Neutron Study of the Boson Peak in Alkali Silicate Glasses 

Viktor Krapivin and Jean Toulouse 
Physics Department, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015 

 
 

Atomic vibrations in solids can be studied by Raman or Neutron Scattering 
Spectroscopy. Unlike vibrational modes in crystals, which have ordered structures, 
atomic vibrations in glasses and other amorphous and therefore disordered 
materials are still not fully understood. One of the outstanding questions in the 
physics of glasses is the nature of the low energy peak referred to as the Boson 
peak. In an attempt to understand its origin, we have carried out neutron scattering 
measurements of alkali-SiO-2 glasses containing significant concentrations of a 
series of alkali ions (Na, K, Rb, Cs). In SiO-2, alkali ions are known to break Si–O 
bonds and locally modify the glass network, presumably also altering its 
vibrational spectrum. From our neutron scattering data we find that the Boson peak 
in all the glasses studied can be well described by a “Lorentzian Squared function” 
characterized by a single frequency parameter, #$, which 
correspondsapproximately with the maximum of the Boson peak. This parameter is 

found to increase monotonically as %&'( with % the mass of the alkali (as for an 
effective harmonic oscillatorwith #$ = */% with κ an effective spring constant). 
Surprisingly however, the slope or proportionality coefficient *obtained from the 
neutron results is found to be much smaller that from the Raman results suggesting 
a much smaller effective spring constant than that measured with neutrons. An 
explanation of this difference is provided in terms of the distinct characters of the 
two probes (photons and neutrons) and of their scattering process. Additionally, 
from the temperature dependence of the neutron scattering spectra, we find that the 
Boson peak increases in magnitude with increasing temperature and that additional 
modes appear at higher frequencies in the spectrum. These can be attributedto 
softening of the glass and the release of the structural constraints that exist in 
glasses at low temperatures, allowing higer frequency local modes to be activated. 
We thank the National Science Foundation grant PHY-1359195 for making this 
work possible.	
  



A bursting assay for Giant Unilamellar Vesicles 

containing gangliosides 

Fernanda Murillo and Aurelia Honerkamp-Smith 

Department of Physics, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015 
 

Cell membranes are composed of phospholipid bilayers. Phospholipids are amphiphiles, which 
have a hydrophilic head group and two hydrophobic fatty acid chains. When they are in water, 
they self-assemble so that the head groups align with each other and interact with the water, 
shielding the tails from the water so that they only interact with each other, forming the 
phospholipid bilayer. Other amphiphilic molecules can also be incorporated into the bilayer, such 
as cholesterol and proteins. The molecules of a membrane are held together by the hydrophobic 
effect, so the lipids and proteins are free to flow and diffuse along the membrane. We know that 
some cell types are constantly exposed to flow, that these cells sense flow and that flow is 
essential for normal function in these cells. We want to study the effect that flow has on 
membrane proteins. Our lab creates phospholipid bilayers in the form of Giant Unilamellar 
Vesicles (GUV), which are spheres of membrane, and grows them from lipids through 
electroformation, in order to investigate the effect of flow on membrane proteins. If we dilute our 
vesicles in a saline solution, the vesicles begin to sink to the bottom of the solution and rest on 
the glass, since they are more dense than the solution. The vesicles rupture on the surface and 
form a flat sheet (splat), which we refer to as a supported lipid bilayer (SLB). We can apply a 
flow to the SLB to see its effect on membrane proteins. The particular system we studied is a 
lipid (ganglioside) and protein, Cholera Toxin subunit B (CTB). We use ganglioside GM1 as our 
lipid because it has a large head group that sticks out of the membrane and acts as a receptor for 
the CTB protein. We can use this system to apply flow and see the effect of flow on membrane 
proteins, but we need to have a better understanding of how the vesicles break. This work studied 
how to optimize the breaking conditions of the GUV to use the SLB to study the effect of flow, 
since GUV breaking kinetics depend on many factors, such as lipid change and composition, 
surface treatment and buffer/salt concentration. In order to characterize splatting conditions, I 
took a movie of vesicles splatting on a glass coverslip and made a Python program to detect the 
vesicles in each frame of the movie to observe the properties of the splatting. The program uses 
the HoughCircles function in python to detect circles (vesicles) in an image. Vesicles must be 
diluted the appropriate amount in order to get a clear image of well-separated vesicles. The 
vesicles are electroformed in sucrose so you can see the phase contrast, since phase contrast 
shows refractive index differences. Lastly I added a high salt buffer to dilute the vesicles in order 
for them to splat at a reasonable rate and then took images for the movie. As time passes, there 
should be a decreasing vesicle count, since they are splatting and when they splat, the sucrose 
disperses and you can't see the vesicle in focus, and the vesicle that was there will no longer be 
detected. I ran each frame through the program and put it together to get an output movie of 
detected vesicles and plot of the vesicle count through time. I found that as expected, there was a 
decrease in vesicle count through time, and unexpectedly, cleaning the slides with plasma did not 
make the vesicles splat faster. Thank you to the National Science Foundation grant PHY-
1359195 for making this work possible. 



	

	

	

Analysing	Brightness	Limitations	in	Simulated	LSST	Images	

Elle	Ojala	
	

The	Large	Synoptic	Survey	Telescope	(LSST)	will	begin	operations	in	2022,	
conducting	a	wide-field,	synoptic	multiband	survey	of	the	southern	sky.		Some	
fraction	of	the	objects	at	the	bright	end	of	the	data	collected	by	the	LSST	will	
overlap	with	other	wide-sky	surveys,	allowing	for	calibration	and	cross-checking.		
Much	of	this	data	overlap	will	comprise	saturated	images,	in	which	an	overflow	of	
detected	photons	causes	bright	streaks	in	images,	making	photometry	difficult.	
This	project	provides	the	first	in-depth	analysis	of	saturation	in	LSST	images.	Using	
a	photon	simulator	called	PhoSim	to	create	simulated	LSST	images,	we	evaluated	
saturation	properties	of	several	types	of	stars	to	determine	the	brightness	
limitations	of	LSST.	We	also	collected	metadata	from	many	wide-sky	surveys	to	
provide	cross-survey	accounting	and	comparison.	Additionally,	we	evaluated	the	
accuracy	of	the	PhoSim	modeling	parameters	to	determine	its	reliability.	Our	next	
steps	will	involve	characterizing	the	limitations	of	PhoSim	and	developing	
methods	of	photometry	extraction	from	saturated	images.	

	

Thanks	to	NSF	grant	PHY-135195	and	the	LSST	Corporation	for	making	this	project	
possible.	

	

	

  



Investigation of Charge Carrier Mobility in Sn2P2S6 

Sara Pariseau, Lauren Dallachiesa and Ivan Biaggio 

Department of Physics, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015 
 

The Sn2P2S6 (SPS) electro-optic crystal has the potential to be optimized for 

dynamic holography applications based on light induced charge transport. We 

investigated the lifetime and mobility of photoexcited charge carriers in the SPS 

crystal, which is essentially a wide band gap semiconductor. The charge carrier 

mobility was studied by exploiting a method called “Holographic Time of Flight” 

which is an all-optical way to measure electric currents at nanosecond time scales 

and micrometer space scales. This is done by creating a transient refractive index 

grating in the bulk of the SPS sample via pulsed laser illumination at 532nm, then 

Bragg-diffracting a probe beam to investigate the buildup dynamics of the grating. 

This research is funded by the National Science Foundation grant PHY-1359195. 

 

  



Synthesis and In-Situ Testing of Metal Oxide Catalysts 

 

Paige Rockwell1, Lohit Sharma2, William Taifan2, Jonas Baltrusaitis2 

 

1Department of Chemistry, Lycoming College 
2Department of Chemical Engineering, Lehigh University 

 

With the possibility of producing valuable C4 chemicals like butadiene from C2 
feedstock, such as ethylene and ethanol, much interest is placed on finding ways to 
carry out these conversions. Various metal oxide catalysts have been found to 
accomplish this. In studying and characterizing these catalysts, the determination 
of acidic sites is very important, and from using in-situ ammonia adsorption and 
desorption analysis using Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform (DRIFT) 
spectroscopy, these various Lewis acid and Brønsted acid sites can be found and 
identified, showing what properties the catalyst may possess. In this study, 
catalysts containing oxides of Ni, Zr, and W are the focus. 

 

This research was funded by the National Science Foundation grants PHY-
1359195 and CHE-1710120, UNCAGE-ME, an Energy Frontier Research Center 
funded by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, and Basic Energy 
Sciences Award DE-SC0012577. 
 

 

  



Raman characterization of microcrystals grown on graphene 
Grace Sun1, Michael Blades2, Xinyi Li2, Mark Snyder3, Slava V. Rotkin2, 4, 5 

1 Department of Physics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL 
2 Department of Physics, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 
3 Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 
4 Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics, Pennsylvania State University, University 
Park, PA 
5 Materials Research Institute, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 
 

 

Abstract 

Strain can be calculated from graphene’s Raman signatures, and can be used 
to measure the force exerted by crystals grown on graphene. To do so, monolayer 
graphene was transferred to a glass substrate, onto which titania microcrystals were 
deposited via micro-pipette or grown via chemical reaction under autoclave 
conditions. The resultant samples were Raman-characterized before and after 
crystal growth. Graphene initially delaminated from the glass substrate over the 
course of three days during the autoclave procedure, although the grown titania 
produced clearly defined spectroscopic signatures. Micro-pipette deposition also 
yielded similar quality spectra containing both graphene and titania, even though 
the microcrystals were too amorphous to be ideal. 

This research was supported by the following grants: NSF REU PHY-1359195, 
NSF ECCS-1509786, and CREF by Lehigh University. 
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Fibril	Formation	in	a	Model	of	Polyglutamine	

C.	Nadia	Buckles,	Jason	Haaga,	James	Gunton	

	

	

We	study,	through	a	coarse	grained	model	of	spherical	particles	with	implicit	
solvent,	the	kinetics	of	aggregation	in	polyglutamine.	These	kinetics	are	
studied	via	a	molecular	dynamics	simulation	and	we	show	that	the	model	
used	reproduces	a	recent	experimental	result1	for	the	growth	of	fibrils	in	
polyglutamine.	Funding	for	this	project	was	provided	by	the	NSF	REU	
program,	via	grant	PHY-1359195.	

	

References:	

[1]	C.	Stanley,	T.	Perevozchikova,	and	V.	Berthelier,	Structural	Formation	of	
Huntingtin	Exon	1	Aggregates	Probed	by	Small-Angle	Neutron	Scattering.	
Biophysical	Journal	100	(2011):	2504-2512		

	

	

	
	

  



Comparison Between Saturated and Sub-Saturated Atomic Layer Deposition 

Meredith Cohen, Dr. Strandwitz, Rod Marstell 

 

 

Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) is a method for creating thin films by sequential 
self-limiting chemical reactions. During their creation, they are specially treated 
with precursors in order to cause this very regulated and exact growth of reactions. 
In this experiment, two samples were made, one normal, and one deliberately 
undersaturated with a lower dose of the precursors. The two samples were then 
compared. There was no significant difference in their densities (2.96 g/cm^3), 
roughnesses, atomic concentrations, optical constants, and effective dielectric 
constant (~6). However, their growths per cycle, fixed charges, and trap densities, 
all show dramatic differences. 	
	
This project was made possible by National Science Foundation grant PHY-
1359195. 
	

	  



Transfer and Raman Characterization of Graphene 
M. deCampos 1,2, T. Ignatova3, M. Blades 2, S. V. Rotkin2,3 

1 Department of Physics, University of Portland, 5000 N Willamette Blvd, Portland, OR 97203 
(USA) 
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18015 (USA) 

3 Center for Advanced Materials and Nanotechnology, Lehigh University, 5 E. Packer Ave., 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015  (USA) 

 
The transfer of CVDgrown graphene from its metal growth substrate to a desired target 

substrate may introduce mechanical damage or contamination to the graphene. A method of 
optical and chemical characterization is necessary to ensure quality graphene. Raman 
spectroscopy has proved to be a useful, noninvasive method for determining the number of 
layers and presence of defects in graphene. Here we show that this technique can also be used for 
not only detecting, but also quantifying strain and chemical impurities. Using statistical analysis, 
strain and doping can be measured and mapped at each pixel. This information may give insight 
to how such defects affect the properties of graphene.  

This work received support from  National Science Foundation grant PHY1359195,  
CREF grant by Lehigh University, and CORE grant by Lehigh University. 
 
 

 
 



 
Spherulite Growth in Thin Film Rubrene 

Elizabeth DeJong and Professor Ivan Biaggio 
Physics REU, Lehigh University, Bethlehem PA 

 
 

Rubrene thin films are created by heating rubrene molecules, resulting in 
vapor deposition that should create an amorphous film on a substrate. However, in 
reality smaller sections of the amorphous film orient, creating nanocrystal 
structures called spherulites. Varying the amount of rubrene used, the substrate 
material, and whether or not the film was annealed following the deposition 
resulted in physical differences between the six samples created. Particular 
attention was paid to the small areas of crystallized rubrene, called spherulites. The 
primary goal of the research was to vary aspects of the deposition process and 
observe the physical and optical changes in the spherulites present on the films. 
Replacing the glass substrate with sapphire reduced these regions by 35%. 
Doubling the deposition time and the amount of rubrene in the crucible reduced the 
spherulite diameters by a third. Annealing the sample had the unexpected effect of 
decreasing the spherulite size by almost 60%. Photoluminescence spectra revealed 
little change between peak wavelength emissions. This research would not have 
been possible without the support of the NSF (grant PHY-1359195). 

 



 
Identifying Variable Stars in the Alpha Persei Cluster 

Sabrina	DeSoto	and	Joshua	Pepper 
 
 
The Kilodegree Extremely Little Telescope (KELT)-North survey is a wide field 
survey that observes millions of stars over many years, designed to detect transiting 
exoplanets around bright stars.  We used data from KELT-North to calculate 
rotational periods for the determination of a gyrochronological age of the Alpha Persei 
star cluster.  Alpha Persei was a good candidate cluster because its members are not 
too widely spread on the sky, it is located close to Earth (185pc) and has an age 
determination as a younger cluster (approximately 70 Myr) by other means.  We 
extracted light curves for 756 potential cluster members, and searched for rotational 
variability with period-finding algorithms.  We report the results of our search for 
rotationally variable cluster stars, and the discovery of 4 detached eclipsing binary 
stars.	
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Shock heating of stellar nanoparticles

Todd Elder, Georgia State University

Adviser: Professor Yong W. Kim, Lehigh University

Abstract.
The 21µm emission spectra found in protoplanetary nebulae and supernovae has no identified source.

In this paper we prepare for an experimental solution to this mystery through the scope of supernovae

using theoretical calculation of the dissociation of nanoparticles which are approximated to be spherical

nanocrystallites.

The stellar atmosphere is heated by the fusion reaction of hydrogenic nuclei. As a star ages, heavier

nuclei are fused until the production of iron, the most stable nuclei. As more iron nuclei are produced,

the outer stellar environment begins to cool relative to the core of the star. This leads to the formation of

clouds of nanoparticles. If the star is su�ciently massive, a supernovae is produced. In current models of

supernovae, the core collapses and a powerful shock wave is generated. The shock wave is then believed

to instantaneously heat gases in the outer atmosphere of the star, thereby heating the nanoparticle

clouds and causing their dissociation, which ostensibly produces the 21µm emission spectra.

The dissociation of a spherical nanocrystallite may be represented CN ! CN�1+A, where CN , CN�1

are spherical nanocrystallites of N,N �1 atoms and A represents a dissociated atom.The dissociation of

a spherical nanocrystallite of N atoms may occur N � 1 times until there are N dissociated atoms in a

system. The dissociation of a nanoparticle may be described using the Law of Mass action. Specifically,

a quantity known as the degree of dissociation, ↵N,i may be introduced to measure the percentage of

nanoparticles which have experienced the ith step of dissociation. Thus an N -atom nanoparticle will

have N � 1 degrees of dissociation, which yields a system of coupled linear equations which may be

solved iteratively.

Before the system of coupled linear equations may be solved, the dissociation potential of an (N � i)-
atom spherical nanocrystallite must be known.

The dissociation potential of an (N � i)-atom spherical nanocrystallite is the energy necessary to

move a surface atom infinitely far away from the surface of the spherical nanocrystallite. The dissociation

potential of a spherical nanocrystallite may be found using the Lennard-Jones interaction potential,

which is a model of the interaction potential between two non-bonded neutral atoms, and is dependent

upon the Lennard-Jones parameters which are specific to atomic species. Explicitly, we may find the

dissociation potential by summing the Lennard-Jones interactions between the dissociating atom and

every atom within the spherical nanocrystallite as it leaves the surface. By calculating the dissociation

potential of each atom on the surface of an (N � i)-atom spherical nanocrystallite we may find the

average dissociation potential of an (N � i)-atom spherical nanocrystallite.

In this paper we present an example calculation of the dissociation potential and dissociation equa-

tions for a nanoparticle composed of the copper-gold alloy AuCu3 in a heat bath of argon gas. We find

that the number of dissociated atoms in the system increases as a function of temperature, and utilizes

the energy of the argon heat bath to dissociate (N � i)-sized spherical nanocrystallites.

This example calculation has laid out a framework for future calculations of arbitrarily sized and

composed nanoparticles which will aid in the experimental e↵ort at Lehigh University.

Lehigh University Physics REU 2016, NSF Grant PHY-1359195



  
Polarization in the Emission-Excitation Spectroscopy of Erbium 

Doped Lithium Tantalate 

Alexander Ferencin, Andrew Helbers, Volkmar Dierolf 

 

With the goal of trying to further understand how the symmetry present in rare earth 

doped crystals affects the strength of different transitions, we set out to develop a 

method to observe different angles of polarization for the excitation and emission beams 

while performing excitation-emission spectroscopy on such materials. We also varied 

the angle of the magnetic field relative to the sample. This was used to preliminarily test 

the symmetry present in a sample of erbium doped lithium tantalate. 

 

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under 

grant no. PHY- 1359195. 

	 	



Degenerate Four-Wave-Mixing Interferometry Setup to Measure 
the Phase of Third-Order Susceptibilities	

	

Holly Hamlin, Wheaton College, MA	

Advisor: Ivan Biaggio, Lehigh University	

August 5, 2016	

	

Abstract	
	

A setup for interferometric analysis of the phase of a degenerate four wave 
mixing signal was characterized in terms of stability and reproducibility. Clear, 
stable interference fringes between the four wave mixing signal and each of the 
pump beams were successfully obtained and recorded. The simplicity of the setup, 
due to minimal amounts of optical mirrors, allows for stability of the interference 
fringes over a period of at least 10 minutes. The dependence of the shift of the 
fringes was confirmed to follow the predicted mathematical dependences on the 
phase of each pump beam. Lastly, the stability of the setup was confirmed over 
multiple cycles of removing and replacing the nonlinear sample in its cell holder. 
All these components of stability allow for degenerate four wave mixing 
experiments to be performed using this setup, in order to obtain the phase of the 
third-order susceptibility of the material as a function of concentration. This 
research was funded by the National Science Foundation grant PHY-1359195.	
	
  



Using	Digital	Micromirror	Devices	to	Spatially	Modulate	Light’s	Phase	and	Amplitude	
Joseph	Holland1,	Michael	Blades2,	Ian	Crawley2,		S.V.	Rotkin2,3		
1	Physics	Department	of	San	Diego	State	University,	San	Diego,	CA	
2	Department	of	Physics,	Lehigh	University,	Bethlehem,	PA	
3	Center	for	Advanced	Materials	and	Nanotechnologies,	Lehigh	University,	Bethlehem,	PA	
	
	 It	is	of	great	interest	to	simultaneously	and	independently	modulate	light’s	phase	
and	amplitude	for	applications	in	microscopy	and	holography	such	as	aberration	correction	
in	imaging.	A	method	is	presented	to	do	such	with	fewer	optical	elements	and	higher	
accuracy	than	existing	methods	by	use	of	a	digital	multimirror	device.	The	method	was	
tested	and	phase	and	intensity	modulation	was	achieved	with	4x4	superpixels	on	the	DMD	
and	using	an	aperture	as	a	frequency	filter	in	the	Fourier	plane	of	a	4F	setup.		

This	research	supported	by;	NSF	REU	PHYS-1359195,	NSF	ECCS-1509786,	and	CORE	by	
Lehigh	University.	
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Creation and Optical Characterization of Femtosecond Laser Induced 
Single Crystal Lines in LaBGe!!Glass 

 

Abstract 

All modern electronic devices contain integrated circuits where billions of 
transistors are printed in a dense configuration, allowing for high speed data processing 
and low power consumption of the device. The creation of these circuits helps 
companies reduce the size and cost of their devices considerably. However, since the 
beginning of the 1980’s, a promising technology has emerged: the photonic integrated 
circuit (PIC).  Very similar to the electronic integrated circuit, PICs use photons instead 
of electrons for data transmission with the potential for higher data transmission rates. A 
lot of progress has been made in this technology; however, the photolithographic 
processes suitable for planar geometries that are used to make these integrated circuits 
does not allow for higher density of components. To solve this problem, we used a 
femtosecond laser to create single crystal waveguides imbedded in LaBGeO5 glass, 
allowing for 3D integrated optics. We then constructed a setup to optically characterize 
the waveguides. We prepared a glass sample in which we created a series of crystal 
lines using a special laser writing set-up. For the femtosecond laser we used a 
wavelength of 1027 nm, a power of 1300 mw, and scanned the laser focus within the 
glass at a speed of 30 µm/s. Then we optically characterized the waveguides with our 
setup using a 532 nm green laser and 1570 nm infrared laser. Additionally, we 
measured the mode profile image of the waveguides at each wavelength. We also 
calculated the power lost inside the waveguides. The average power lost in the 
waveguides was estimated to be 6.69 dB/cm using the green light and 2.74 dB/cm 
using the infrared laser. The system that we built will help us improve the waveguides 
which will be used to create high density 3D photonic integrated circuits. We are grateful 
for the funding provided by the National Science Foundation through NSF Grant PHY-
1359195 and GOALI Award DMR – 1508177.  

	 	



Background subtraction from X
J� and

photon+jets in p+p collisions at
p
SNN =200

GeV

Elias Mansbach, Rosi Reed

Aug. 5, 2016

Lehigh University, Bethlehem. PA

Abstract
Photon jets have been lauded as ”golden probes” of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) as photons

do not have a QCD color charge and therefore do not interact with the QGP. Thus, photons

can give us a good idea of the in-medium energy loss by hard partons traversing the QGP that

fragment into jets. Although they have been held up as highly useful, only recently have we

recorded enough statistics to run a thorough analysis on photon+jets created in high-energy

nuclear collisions. This paper analyzes data taken from PYTHIA simulations of p+p colli-

sions at
p
SNN =200 GeV with 5 GeV  p

T,min
 50 in 5 GeV increments. A detailed look at

the usefulness of unfolding and FastJet’s subtractor class to reduce a randomly inserted back-

ground are presented for data at varying jet radii and p
T,min

. For events collected with 20 GeV

 p
T,min

 50 GeV and 0.2  R
Jet

 0.3, a combination of unfolding and FastJet’s subtractor

class returned X
J� significantly similar to X

J� for the PYTHIA data with no background. For

data taken with R=0.4 or p
T,min

 15 GeV, our analysis failed to recover a similar X
J� and a

different approach is needed.

LEHIGH UNIVERSITY PHYSICS REU 2016, NSF GRANT PHY-1359195



Biooil catalytic upgrading using solid acid catalysts

Eric Nelson, Dr. Jonas Baltrusaitis

The importance of sustainable energy sources continues to rise as natural fossil fuels are quickly being 
depleted.  Biooil made by hardwood pyrolysis can be used as a renewable fuel once it is upgraded 

using solid acid catalysts.  This biooil starts off being crude and high in acidity.  It can be upgraded by 
reacting with ethanol and a solid acid catalyst.  We used a high temperature, high pressure stainless 
steel reactor to perform this task.  The solid acid catalysts used in this research were SiO2H2SO4 (SSA), 
WO3/ZrO2, and NiO-WO3/ZrO2. These catalysts have varying surface structures and acidity that 
produce different resulting upgraded biooil.  The upgraded biooil is analyzed by gas chromatography-

mass spectrometry (GC-MS), which is a method that identifies the present compounds.  We are 
currently interested in producing biooil that has lower amounts of acidic compounds, such as: ketones, 
acids, and aldehydes, and higher amounts of esters and other long carbon chain molecules.  We found 
that the SSA catalyst had the largest increase in esters and decrease in acidic compounds.  Additionally, 
the  NiO-WO3/ZrO2  can be synthesized with the most variation in acidity.  Understanding the structure 

of the catalysts along with the reaction mechanisms can greatly increase the production and quality of 
fuel created from biooil. 

This project was funded by the National Science Foundation grant PHY-1359195.



The Role of Charge Transfer Excitons in High-

mobility Polymers

Jacob Parker and Heather Jaeger

Polymers with high hole mobilities often have rigid backbones and ordered
macroscopic structures. The two polymers, PBTTT and IDTBT, have hole
mobilities of 1cm2V �1s�1 and 2cm2V �1s�1, respectively. PBTTT is semi-
crystalline, while the stable thermodynamic phase of IDTBT is amorphous. To
understand why an amorphous polymer exhibits a higher mobility than a semi-
crystalline polymer, we turn to the microscopic properties of the polymer. From
the view of the donor-acceptor pairs that underlie electronic transport, backbone
rigidity and macroscopic order facilitate strong donor-acceptor coupling and in-
crease the rate of adiabatic transfer. Expanding the view of electronic transport
to a manifold of Born-Oppenheimer electronic states, low energy excitons couple
to ground state and a↵ect the rate of nonadiabatic transfer. The presence of low
energy charge transfer (CT) excitons can only increase the overall transfer rate,
by way of nonadiabatic coupling. Using linear-response TDDFT, we identified
the sub-band-gap excitons of the two polymers. The charge transfer character
of these excitons was determined from a density-based analysis, forgoing the
need for a simplified orbital picture. The analysis shows that the lowest energy
excitation of PBTTT does not involve charge transfer, while the lowest energy
excitation of IDTBT transfer charge over an average distance of 4.55 Å. Similar
trends are found for higher energy excitons. The nonadiabatic coupling between
ground and excited states are expected to be significant but must be assessed,
in order to unequivocally demonstrate the relationship between low lying CT
excitons, thermal transfer rates, and transport properties. With this work, we
recognize that molecular-level properties are responsible for high-mobilities in
polymers and demonstrate a correlation between charge transfer excitons and
ideal transport characteristics.

*Research supported by National Science Foundation grant PHY-1359195
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Cell growth and characterization on transferred graphene: Towards development of 

continuum sensing 

 

Destiny Pounds, Slava Rotkin, and Sabrina Jedlicka 

 

 

Abstract 

 

Graphene, a nanomaterial with unique material properties, is being evaluated for 

use in cell culture as a method of continuum force sensing. This project seeks to 

evaluate graphene as a cell culture substrate. To do so, materials involve in the 

transfer of graphene were evaluated for cellular toxicity, and cell microstructures 

associated with cell force were examined. Data was taken over a 10-week period. 

The methods used in this analysis were immunocytochemistry, fluorescence 

microscopy, and Image J software. This research was supported by the following 

grants:  REU NSF # PHY-1359195, CORE by Lehigh University, and NSF ECCS-

1509786. 

 
	 	



In	Search	of	Stellar	Music:	Finding	Pulsators	for	the	TESS	Mission	

	

Tyler	Richey-Yowell	and	Joshua	Pepper	

	

		

In	 December	 2017,	 the	 Transiting	 Exoplanet	 Survey	 Satellite	 (TESS)	 will	
launch	 for	 the	 start	 of	 its	 two-year	mission	 to	 detect	 transiting	 exoplanets.	
One	of	the	additional	objectives	of	TESS	is	to	observe	oscillating	variable	stars	
to	precisely	measure	these	stars’	masses,	radii,	and	internal	structures.		Since	
TESS	can	observe	only	a	limited	number	of	stars	with	high	enough	cadence	to	
detect	 these	oscillations,	 it	 is	necessary	 to	 identify	 candidates	 that	will	 yield	
the	 most	 valuable	 results.	 Using	 data	 from	 the	 Kilodegree	 Extremely	 Little	
Telescope	(KELT),	we	searched	for	bright	stars	to	be	top	candidates	for	TESS	
observation.	We	 found	 3,486	 variable	 blue	 stars	with	 a	 B-V	 color	 <	 0.5	 and	
192	red	stars	with	color	>	0.5.	Further	analysis	will	be	carried	out	on	the	blue	
stars	 to	 establish	 final	 candidates.	 This	 project	 was	 funded	 by	 the	 National	
Science	 Foundation	 grant	 PHY-1359195	 to	 the	 Lehigh	 University	 REU	
program.		

	

	  



Kinetics	of	Actin	Networks	with	Distributed	Polymerization	and	
Depolymerization	

Vedant	Sachdeva	and	Dimitrios	Vavylonis	
	

Cellular	protrusions	and	other	changes	of	cell	shape	are	driven	by	a	dynamic	actin	filament	
network	that	assembles	near	the	membrane.	The	Arp2/3	complex	promotes	the	formation	
of	branched	(dendritic)	actin	networks	by	nucleating	side	branches	off	of	pre-existing	actin	
filaments.	In	this	work,	we	explored	the	behavior	of	a	phenomenological	model	by	Lewalle	
et	al.	on	actin	network	growth	in	the	lamellipodial	protrusions	at	the	leading	edge	of	motile	
cells	[1].	This	model	accounts	for	actin	filament	polymerization,	Arp2/3	complex-mediated	
branching,	capping	of	barbed	ends,	severing	by	cofilin	and	depolymerization	at	or	near	the	
pointed	filament	end;	the	model	does	not	keep	track	of	filament	lengths.	A	unique	feature	
of	 this	 model	 is	 that	 it	 accounts	 for	 these	 processes	 occurring	 distributed	 in	 space	 and	
allows	for	an	exponential	steady	state	solution.	We	further	explored	the	implications	of	this	
model	by	determining	values	for	some	of	the	rate	constants	from	experimental	works	and	
tuning	the	branching,	severing	and	depolymerization	rate	such	that	they	provide	a	length	
scale	 for	 the	 lamellipodium	 width	 of	 order	 a	 few	 μm.	 Using	 the	 Euler	 method,	 we	
numerically	 evolved	 the	 system	 and	 verified	 the	 steady	 state	 predicted	 by	 Lewalle	 et	 al.	
However,	this	solution	requires	that	the	concentration	boundary	conditions	at	the	leading	
edge	 match	 the	 exponential	 profile.	 We	 found	 the	 model	 allows	 for	 other	 steady	 state	
behaviors	depending	on	the	values	of	the	concentrations	of	barbed	ends,	capped	ends,	and	
branches	at	the	leading	edge.	This	includes	solutions	with	a	peak	of	actin	filament	density	
away	 from	 the	 leading	edge	 (similar	 to	prior	 experimental	measurements)	 and	 solutions	
with	network	vanishing	at	a	finite	distance	from	the	leading	edge.	The	existence	of	multiple	
steady	 state	 solutions	 suggests	 further	 study	 on	 the	 effect	 actin	 network	 priming	 at	 the	
leading	edge	boundary.	We	also	propose	an	extension	to	the	model	proposed	by	Lewalle	et	
al.	 which	 considers	 variable	 filament	 length	 using	 the	 method	 of	 Edelstein-Keshet	 and	
Ermentrout	[2].	This	work	was	made	possible	by	NSF	grant	PHY-1359195.		

	

	

[1]	 Lewalle	A,	 Fritzsche	M,	Wilson	K,	 Thorogate	R,	Duke	T,	 Charras	G.	 2014	A	phenomenological	
density-scaling	approach	to	lamellipodial	actin	dynamics.	Interface	Focus	4:	20140006	
[2]	 Edelstein-Keshet,	 L.	 &	 Ermentrout,	 G.	 A	 model	 for	 actin-filament	 length	 distribution	 in	 a	
lamellipod.	J	Math	Biol	(2001)	43:	325.		

	  



 
Stu Synakowski 

Programming	DNA-Mediated	Interactions	 
to	Control	Colloidal	Self-Assembly 

 
DNA	 coated	 particles	 (DCPs)	 can	 be	 self-assembled	 into	 novel	 functional	

materials.	 The	 ability	 to	 manipulate	 pair	 interactions	 between	 particles,	
specifically	through	the	number	of	DNA	strands,	 length	of	the	DNA,	and	number	
complementary	 nucleotides,	 can	 be	 used	 to	 engender	 a	 desired	material.	 	 The	
correlation	 between	 these	 intrinsic	 properties	 of	 DCPs	 and	 their	 particle	 to	
particle	 interaction	 has	 been	 increasingly	 known.	 Quantifying	 the	 interaction	
between	two	DCPs	is	best	described	with	a	pair	potential.		When	one	perturbs	the	
intrinsic	properties	of	each	DCP,	 they	manipulate	 their	according	potential	well,	
which	 greatly	 influences	 the	 crystal	 structure.	 Understanding	 the	 relationship	
between	 pair	 potentials	 and	 crystal	 structure	 is	 pivotal	 in	 exploring	 design	
strategies	that	control	the	self-assembly	of	DCPs	into	desired	structures.	Through	
manipulating	 pair	 potentials	 of	 a	 system	 of	 particles,	 it	 is	 found	 that	 non-close	
packed	 structures	 can	 be	 created.	 In	 addition,	 the	 crystal	 structure	 of	 a	 system	
can	be	tuned	by	temperature	.	 
 

		This	 research	 could	 not	 have	 been	 achieved	 without	 the	 invaluable	
members	 of	 the	 Lehigh	 University	 Biophysics	 and	 Soft	Matter	 Group.	 A	 special	
thanks	 to	 Jeetain	Mittal	 and	 Hasan	 Zerze	 for	 their	 insight	 and	 guidance	 in	 this	
project.		The	project	would	not	have	been	possible	without	sponsorship	from	the	
National	 Science	 Foundation	 	 grant	 PHY-1359195,	 U.S.	 Department	 of	 Energy,	
Office	 of	 Basic	 Energy	 Science,	 Division	 of	 Material	 Sciences	 and	 Engineering	
under	 Award	 (DE-SC0013979),	 the	 Extreme	 Science	 and	 Engineering	 Discovery	
Environment	 (XSEDE),	which	 is	 supported	 by	National	 Science	 Foundation	 grant	
number	ACI-1053575,	and	Lehigh	University’s	Physics	Department															 
 
 
 

	  



Surface Raman Studies of Reduced Strontium Barium Niobate⇤

Hope Whitelock

Physics Department, University of Connecticut, Storrs CT 06269

Jean Toulouse

Physics Department, Lehigh University, Bethlehem PA 18105

The vibrational spectra of SrxBa1�xNb2O6�� (SBN, x = 0.61) are studied on the surface of single
crystals for � = 0 (unreduced) and � > 0 (reduced) using Raman confocal microscopy. The surface
spectra are compared with the bulk spectra measured using conventional Raman spectroscopy.A
good overall agreement is found between the surface and bulk measurements for the unreduced
samples; however, the reduced samples show agreement between bulk and surface measurements
only in particular configurations and not in others. We find that for light polarized along one
crystal axis, the spectra of the reduced crystals resemble those of the unreduced crystals, with a
greater degree of internal disorder, while for light polarized along the other are indicative of a more
ordered internal structure.
⇤This work is funded by the NSF grant PHY-1359195
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Precovery of Eclipsing Binaries: Identifying Eclipse Timing 
Variation among Kepler Eclipsing Binaries in KELT 
 
Valerie Bernstein, Joshua Pepper 
 

 
Eclipsing binaries (EBs) offer the opportunity to precisely measure the dynamics 
of multi-body systems.  When an EB is gravitationally bound to a third star in a 
hierarchical configuration, the times and durations of the the eclipses can be 
perturbed, providing information about the orbits and properties of the stars.  The 
Kepler Eclipsing Binary Catalog provides light curves and physical properties of 
over 2500 classified eclipsing binary systems observed over approximately four 
years by the Kepler spacecraft.  Observations of part of the Kepler field by the 
KELT survey span approximately seven years. By cross-matching Kepler EBs 
with light curves from KELT, we obtain a longer time baseline on which to probe 
eclipse variations, although with lower photometric precision than Kepler. 
Comparison of the matched EBs can reveal eclipse timing variation in KELT data 
that could lead to the modification of models used to anticipate past and future 
events. This work lays the groundwork for extending this process to EBs observed 
by the K2 mission, which has 80-day observing campaigns, and thus will benefit 
much more from the extended baseline of KELT.   
 
This project was supported by the National Science Foundation grant PHY-
1359195. 
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Trajectory Design Alternatives for NASA’s Asteroid Capture 
Mission 

Akshay Damany, Prof. Terry Hart  

 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) established 
its “Asteroid Capture Mission” with the goal of capturing a multi-ton 
boulder from a large, near-Earth asteroid and returning this boulder into 
orbit around the Earth/Moon system. Once in stable orbit, the boulder 
would be visited by astronauts for exploration and to collect samples. 
Using the simulation program, Satellite Tool Kit (STK), three different 
retrieval options were tested. The options were a Hohmann Transfer, a 
Hohmann transfer with a gravity assist of Earth, and a low-thrust ion 
propulsion. The goal was to determine which option required the least 
propellant mass. The Hohmann transfer and gravity assist methods used 
chemical thrusters, while the low-thrust method used ion thrusters. The 
gravity assist required a pass in between the Earth and Moon, at an 
approximate altitude of 150,000 km from Earth. Since NASA has not 
decided on a target asteroid yet, these methods were tested on two 
hypothetical asteroids of circular orbits at distances of 0.861 AU (inner 
orbit) and 1.139 AU (outer orbit) from the Sun. The assumptions used 
were the boulder to be redirected has a mass of 10 metric tons (10,000 
kg), and the spacecraft has a dry mass of 3 metric tons (3,000 kg) with 2 
metric tons (2,000 kg) of propellant. The inner asteroid boulder 
redirection, with the stated parameters, required 8,590.96 kg, 8,368.08 
kg, and 1,454.50 kg of propellant for the Hohmann transfer, gravity 
assist, and low-thrust option respectively. The outer asteroid boulder 
redirection required 5,979.08 kg, 5,666.96 kg, and 1,769.84 kg of 
propellant for the respective options. Thus, it was concluded that the 
most efficient option was the low-thrust option, since it was the only one 
in which the propellant mass required was below the 2,000 kg threshold. 
This method required a longer trip duration, but would be the least costly. 
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Development!of!Fast/Switching!Microfluidics!for!Optical!Microscopy!

!
Benjamin!Garber,!Slava!Rotkin!

!
!
!
A! microfluidics! system! has! been! developed! to! allow! precise! control! of! sub/

nanoliter! fluid! volumes.! The! project! is! aimed! on! studying! photoluminescence! of!

rare!earth! ions! in!mixture!with!various!other! solutions.! In!order! to!mix! solutions!

under! the! laminar! flow! conditions! of! microscale! channels,! a! critical! problem! of!

pressure! control! was! identified.! Precise! pressure! control! as! well! as! an! accurate!

time!response!have!been!achieved!by!designing!and!implementing!an!electronics!

setup! which! implements! 2! PID! pressure! controllers! with! microcontrollers.! This!

setup! also! allows! fast! switching! between! two! different! PID/controlled! pressures!

using!an!array!of!24!solenoid!valves.!This!setup!will!enable!us!to!deliver!and!mix!

fluids! in!microfluidic!chips.!Up!to!six!toggled!pressure! input/exhaust!ports!will!be!

available,! enabling! a! variety! of! experiments! with! more! than! the! two! working!

liquids,!thus!greatly!improving!our!original!setup.!This!REU!experience!is!supported!

by! the! National! Science! Foundation! under! Grants! No.! ECCS/1202398! and! PHY/

1359195.!
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Raman and Luminescence Studies on Single Crystal Lines in Rare 
Earth Doped Lanthanum Borogermanate Glass 

Chloe Gooditis1, Keith Veenhuizen2, Brian Knorr3, Volkmar Dierolf2 
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2Department of Physics, Lehigh University, 16 Memorial Drive East, Bethlehem, Pa 18015 
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Single crystal lines in glass show promise for advancing photonic 
integrated circuit technology.  By doping LaBGeO! glass with rare earth 
ions such as erbium and neodymium, we hope to increase the 
functionality of the single crystal lines by potentially creating 
neodymium- and erbium-type lasers.  In previous work, an anomaly had 
appeared in erbium-doped samples uncorrected for boron loss wherein 
the center of the crystal appeared to be in a different phase from both the 
surrounding crystal and the outside glass.  In this project we made two 
erbium-doped LaBGeO! samples, one corrected for boron loss and one 
uncorrected.  Crystal lines were written by a 1026 nm femtosecond laser 
at various powers at constant depth.  After laser-induced crystallization, 
spatially resolved Raman and fluorescence scans were performed using a 
confocal microscope.  In the new samples, there appeared to be glassy 
regions within the center of some of the crystals.  Upon closer inspection, 
it was seen that within the samples uncorrected for boron loss, the region 
was actually glassy.  However, in the boron corrected samples, the region 
was evidently crystalline.  Also in this project, crystals written under 
different parameters were compared to see if any correlation appeared 
between crystal properties and the laser writing power.  There seemed to 
be a pattern in the corrected samples, where at higher powers certain 
Raman peaks would increase in width, and the peak center would shift 
less.  However, in the uncorrected samples no clear pattern presented 
itself.  
 
This project was supported by the National Science Foundation grant 
PHY-1359195. 
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Altering Fate: Attempting to control neural stem cell 
division from inside and out 

 
Kelsey Harmatta, Sara Foroughi, Massooma Pirbhai, Dr. Sabrina Jedlicka  

 
 
 
Previous research has shown that mechanical stress produces functional changes in 

cells grow in cell culture.  This work explores introducing mechanical stress on 

growing cells by placing them on surfaces with different elasticity modules and 

adding carbon nanotubes to the cells.  We worked with C17.2 mouse neural stem 

cells and used the serum removal method to differentiate the cells on tissue culture 

coverslips and 140 Pa polyacrylamide thin gels.  We added DNA wrapped carbon 

nanotubes (DNACNT) to the cells on day 0.  Previous work has found that 

differentiating C 17.2 neural stem cells on 140 Pa polyacrylamide thin gels 

increased the neuron yield.  Further the addition of carbon nanotubes has been 

found to also increase neuron yield.  In our experiment both the gel and the carbon 

nanotubes increased neuron yield and the cells treated with DNACNT and grown 

on polyacrylamide gels had the highest neuron yield. 

 

 
*Funded by the National Science Foundation grant PHY-1359195. 
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Silicon'Schottky'Barriers'Modified'with''
Atomic'Layer'Deposited'Alumina'

Authors:!Brandon'K.'Horton,'Roderick'Marstell,'Nicholas'Strandwitz'
!
The! electrical! properties! of! metal3semiconductor! (MS)! contact! devices! are!

largely!determined!by!their!Schottky!barrier!heights.!However,!due!to!Fermi3

level!pinning!by!metal3induced!gap!states,!the!barrier!height!is!often!rendered!

independent!of!the!metal!used!in!these!devices.!As!a!solution!to!this!issue,!we!

fabricated! metal3insulator3semiconductor! (MIS)! devices,! such! that! the!

insulating! interfacial! layer!was! thick!enough! to!alleviate! these!metal3induced!

gap!states,!but!thin!enough!to!allow!charge!carriers!to!tunnel!through.!We!used!

atomic! layer! deposition! (ALD)! to! coat! n! and! p3type! Si! substrates!with!Al2O3,!

ranging!from!roughly!10340!Å!in!thickness!(~1!Å/cycle!of!ALD).!Aluminum!was!

evaporated!on!top!of!the!samples!by!thermal!evaporation!for!the!metal!contact.!

With! no! insulating! layer! (intimate! contact),! p! and!n3type! Si! yielded! Schottky!

barrier!heights!of!0.52!eV!and!0.45!eV,!respectively,!as!determined!by!current3

voltage!measurements.!After!11!cycles!of!ALD,!the!barrier!height!for!p3type!Si!

increased!to!0.94!eV,!and!the!barrier!height!for!n3type!Si!decreased!to!0.40!eV.!

These! changes! in! barrier! height! caused! the! n3type! devices! to! exhibit! ohmic!

behavior! and! the! p3type! devices! to! exhibit! diode3like! behavior.! When! more!

than!11!cycles!of!Al2O3!were!deposited,!the!Schottky!barriers!decreased!for!the!

p3type!devices!and! increased! for! the!n3type!ones.! !The! rectifying!behavior!of!

the!p3type! samples!gave! rise! to! a! charge!asymmetry,!which! can!be!used! in! a!

photovoltaic! application.! To! test! this,! we! shined! high! intensity! light! on! the!

substrates!and!found!that!the!open3circuit!voltage!at!11!ALD!cycles!measured!

to!about!468!mV.!Through! these!measurements!we! show!evidence!of!Fermi3

level! de3pinning,! as!well! as!demonstrate! the! ability! to! fine3tune! the! Schottky!

barrier!in!MIS!devices!for!use!as!both!ohmic!contacts!and!solar!cells.!

!
This! project! was! supported! by! the! National! Science! Foundation! grant! PHY3
1359195.!
! !



!
Induced'Changes'in'the'Nuclear'Spin'Conversion'Rate'of'Water''

by'Photodetachment'of'Anions'in'Cryogenic'Matrices!
Liana!Hotte1,!David!T.!Moore2!

1!Physics!Department,!University!of!Connecticut!–!Storrs,!CT!!
2!Chemistry!Department,!Lehigh!University!–!Bethlehem,!PA!!

!
The!rotational!state!populations!of!water!molecules!isolated!in!solid!argon!matrices!
were! monitored! with! and! without! ionic! co/dopants! using! infrared! spectroscopy.!
Monitoring!the!relative!intensities!of!the!111!!!000!and!110!!!101!lines!of!the!!2!band!
allowed!assessment!of!the!nuclear!spin!conversion!between!para!and!ortho!nuclear!
spin!isomers,!respectively.!In!the!absence!of!ionic!dopants,!the!conversion!of!a!0.1%!
H2O! in! Ar! sample! at! 9.35! K!was! characterized! by! a! single! exponential! decay! (τ" =!
424±13! min).! The! 9.35! K! temperature! was! experimentally! determined! from! the!
relative! intensities!of! the!101!!! 110!and!110!!! 101! lines! (both!ortho! states).!When!
samples!were!prepared!with!ppm!levels!of!ionic!co/dopants!(SF5+!and!Cu/)!deposited!
from!mass/selected! ion! beams,! a! slightly! faster! conversion! rate! (τ" =! 387±20!min)!
was!observed.!Following!one!hour!of!UV! irradiation! (365!nm),! the!conversion!rate!
was!found!to!be!τ=231±30!min.!
!
It! is! expected! that! increasing! the! population! of! open/shell! dopant! species! in! the!
matrix!should!speed!up!nuclear!spin!conversion!due!to!the!interaction!of!magnetic!
field!gradients!with!the! individual!nuclear!spins.!Since!SF5+!and!Cu/!are!closed/shell!
ions,!no!change!in!rate!is!expected!when!they!are!added!to!the!matrix!(in!the!ideal!
case).! However,! the! small! increase! detected! here! is! likely! attributable! to! the!
creation! of! a! small! population! of! radical! species! (SF5•,! F•,! SF6/•)! upon! deposition.!
Photodetachment! releases!electrons! from!Cu/!which!subsequently! recombine!with!
SF5+!resulting!in!the!creation!of!a!pair!of!radicals.!The!strong!magnetic!character!of!
these! radicals!explains! the!post/irradiation! increase! in! the!nuclear! spin! conversion!
rate.!
!
This! work! was! supported! by! NSF! grant! PHY/1359195! under! Lehigh’s! Physics! REU!
Program! for! Summer! 2015.! Dr.!Moore’s! lab! has! also! been! supported! by!NSF! and!
Lehigh!University.!
!
! !



Identifying!Rapidly!Varying!Stars!in!the!KELT!survey!

!
Marcus!Keil,!Joshua!Pepper!

!

!

!

In! an! effort! to! further! the! understanding! of! delta! Scuti! and! gamma!Doradus!

variable!stars,!we!have!searched!through!the!KELT!photometric!survey,!which!

has!light!curves!with!high!photometric!precision,!and!baselines!spanning!many!

years.!Limiting!our!search!for!objects!with!known!B/V!colors!of!delta!Scuti!and!

gamma! Doradus! stars,! we! searched! for! periodic! sinusoidal! behavior! using! a!

Lomb/Scargle! periodogram.! We! have! identified! many! such! stars,! some!

previously!unknown.!These!findings!will!be!used!to!help!select! targets! for! the!

asteroseismology!component!of!the!upcoming!NASA!TESS!mission.!

!

This!work!was!supported!by!NSF!grant!PHY/1359195.!

!
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Detection!and!Modeling!of!Saturation!Behavior!of!Eu!Ion!Emission!in!
Eu3doped!GaN!under!UV!Excitation!
C.!Kerckhove1,!N.!Hernandez2,!V.!Dierolf!2!

1Department'of'Physics,'Manchester'University,'604'E.'College'Ave,'North'Manchester,'IN'46962'USA'
2Department'of'Physics,'Lehigh'University,'16'Memorial'Drive'East,'Bethlehem,'PA'18015'USA'

'
Abstract:! Europium! doped! Gallium! Nitride,! GaN:Eu,! has! been! identified! as! a!
candidate!for!the!active!layer!in!nitride3based!light!emitting!diodes.!In!order!to!
understand!and!improve!the!critical!excitation!energy!transfer!from!the!excited!
GaN!host! to! the!Eu! ion,!we!performed!an! extensive! study!of! a!wide! variety! of!
GaN:Eu!and!GaN:Eu,Si! samples,!which!were!grown!under!various!conditions! 33!
temperature! and! III/V! ratio.! In! these! studies,! we! focused! on! the! optical!
accessibility!of!the!Eu!ions!by!studying!the!emission!saturation!behavior!of!two!
Eu! species,! Eu1! and! Eu2,! within! the! GaN! under! UV! excitation! at! room!
temperature! and! at! 10K.! Using! above! band! gap! excitation,!which! involves! the!
creation!of!carriers!and/or!electron3hole!pairs,!we!observed!the!total!amount!of!
Eu2!that!were!accessible.!!Excitation!slightly!below!the!band!gap,!which!excites!
the!traps!within!the!GaN,!was!used!to!detect!Eu1!saturation.!The!most!reliable!
results! were! obtained! for! two! specific! samples.! One! with! an! optimized! III/V!
ratio,! 264,! and! one! that! was! co3doped! with! Si,! 481.! ! Using! the! respective!
saturation! curves,! the! total! number! of! excitable! Eu! ions! and! their! excitation!
efficiency! were! determined.! We! found! at! room! temperature! of! sample! 264!
1.64%! of! Eu2! was! optically! excited! compared! to! 17.9%! at! low! temperature.!
Sample!481!had!lower!amounts!excited!for!both!Eu1!and!Eu2!at!both!room!and!
low!temperatures.!In!this!sample!at!room!temperature!4.63%!of!Eu1!was!optical!
excited! compared! to! 10.6%! at! low! temperature.! This! sample! at! room!
temperature! had! 1.16%! of! Eu2! optically! excited! compared! to! 11.2%! optically!
excited!at!low!temperature.!
!
!Overall!the!sample!with!a!favorable!III/V!ratio,!264,!had!the!highest!number!of!
optical!excited!Eu! ions!out!of!all! the!samples!tested.!The!silicon!doped!sample,!
481,!was!able!to!exhibit!saturation!but!had!less!optically!excited!Eu!ions.!We!also!
observed! that! Eu! ions! were! more! efficiently! excited! at! room! temperature!
compared! to! low! temperature,! which! means! that! there! could! possibly! be! a!
thermally!activated!excitation!process.!!
!
Acknowledgment:' ! This! work! has! been! supported! by! the! National! Science!
Foundation!grant!PHY31359195.!
!



Laboratory!Simulation!of!a!Temperature!Gradient!in!Disordered!Solids!
!

Henry!Koon,!Saint!Olaf!College!
Advisor:!Professor!Yong!W.!Kim!

!
! Most! solid! matter! is! a! random! close! packed! medium! composed! of! both!
nanocrystallites!and!glassy!formations.! !The!packing!of!the!material!affects!many!
of!the!thermophysical!properties!of!the!solid!over!a!range!of!temperature,!and!an!
understanding!of!the!mechanisms!that!underlie!random!close!packing!is!the!focus!
of!this!research.! !Random!close!packing!of!atoms!is!simulated!in!two!dimensions!
using!an!assembly!of!ball!bearings,!giving!a!coarse!grained!approach!to!statistical!
modeling!of!the!mechanisms!in!play.!!

In!order!to!study!the!formations!within!the!array!at!high!packing!fractions,!it!is!
necessary!to!determine!the!position!of!each!sphere!as!accurately!as!possible.!In!the!
simulated! experiment,! the! 23D! assembly! is! driven! chaotically! in! two! mutually!
orthogonal!Cartesian!directions! in!order! to!emulate! the!thermal! fluctuations!at!a!
given! temperature.! ! Each! digital! image! of! the! assembly! is! processed! by! an! edge!
detection!algorithm!to!find!the!outlines!of!the!spheres.!!The!outline!pixels!are!then!
used! to! initiate! a! digital! center3finding! analysis.! ! The! Hough! transform! draws! a!
circle!of!the!same!radius!as!the!sphere!about!each!edge!pixel,!so!that!they!cross!in!
the! center! of! each! circle.! !With! this! information,! we! have! implemented! a! least3
squares! circle! fit! to! the! edge! pixel! positions! of! each! circle! in! order! to! find! the!
center! position! of! each! sphere!with! subpixel! accuracy.! Shown! in! the! figure! is! a!
histogram! of! deviations! in! x! and! y! position! for! over! 500,000! calculated! sphere!
centers!from!the!average!center!position!of!the!respective!spheres.!Also!shown!is!
the!deviations! in!the!center!positions!obtained!by!the!Hough!transform!alone.! ! It!
can!be!seen!that!the!least!squares!fit!is!more!than!twice!as!accurate!as!the!Hough!
transform!alone:! ' ±0.15!pixels! versus! ±0.35!pixels! from! the! respective! averaged!
centers.!
!

!
This!work!was!supported!by!NSF!grant!PHY31359195.!



!
Materials!for!Solid!Metal!Halide/Based!Hydrocarbon!Activation'

!

Abraxa!Lee,!Dr.!Jonas!Baltrusaitis,!&!Abdolhamid!Sadeghnejad!

!

!

Natural!gas!is!composed!of!multiple!hydrocarbon!gases.!There!is!an!estimate!of!38!

thousand! trillion! cubic! feet! of! natural! gas! existing! underground,! but! so! far,! this!

source! of! energy! has! not! been! explored! efficiently! due! to! its! high! expense! of!

transportation,! including! transforming! natural! gas! to! liquid! natural! gas.! An!

alternative! use! of! natural! gas! is! to! change! it! to! valuable! products,! for! example,!

converting!methane! to!methanol.! Since!methane,! a! stable! compound,! cannot! be!

directly! converted! into! methanol,! an! intermediate! step! is! needed.! With! that! in!

mind,!our!project,! titled!Materials! for! Solid!Halide/Based!Hydrocarbon!Activation,!

aims!to!create!an! intermediate!step!by!replacing!Hydrogen!atoms! in!hydrocarbon!

gases! with! Halogen! atoms.! Past! researchers! had! successfully! created! this!

intermediate! compound! with! help! of! Halogen! gas,! but! because! Halogen! gas! is!

corrosive! and! toxic,! a! gas! leakage!will! easily! trigger! a! disaster.! Our! project! used!

metal!halides!as!a! source!of!Halogen!atoms! for! the!Halogenation! reaction.! There!

are!two!benefits!for!using!metal!halides!instead!of!Halogen!gas.!First,!metal!halides!

are! Halogen! atoms! trapped! in! solid! state,! which! provides! convenience! of!

transportation!and!reduces!possibilities!of! toxic!gas! leakage.!Second,!knowing!the!

properties!of!metal!halides,!we!can!easily!maintain!and!freely!maneuver!conditions!

such!as!presence!of!light,!temperature,!and!pressure.!!

!

Our!group!has!tested!two!metal!halides:!Silver!Bromide!and!Silver!Chloride.!These!

two!metal! halides! are! photosensitive! to! light.!We! used! this! fact! to! release! their!

Halogen! atoms.! The! experiments! have! proven! halogen! release,! based! on! the!

change! in! color! before! and! after! experiments.! Our! experiments! showed! that!

acetaldehyde! can! be! formed! if! the!metal! halides! are! hydrated,! as! obtained! from!

the!FTIR!data.!This!discovery!can!be!said!as!equally!interesting!as!that!of!alkyl!halide!

since! aldehyde! is! a! valuable! product,! commonly! used! in! synthesis! of! other!

chemicals.!!
!

!

*Special! thanks! to! National! Science! Foundation! for! a! grant! (PHY/1359195)! to!

support!this!Summer!REU!internship.!!
! !



Techniques in Cellular Adhesion Force Measurements 

 
 
Jacob Mazza  
Advisor: Dr. H. Daniel Ou-Yang  
Lehigh University, NSF REU Summer 2015!
 

Embryonic stem cells (eSC) can offer unique and potentially advanced 
medical therapies, such as organ regeneration, because of their 
differentiation and regenerative abilities. The interactions that cells 
undergo with one another play an important role in how the cells behave 
and thrive. While chemical environment has been shown to control 
differentiation in these cells, little work has focused on direct 
measurements of the mechanical properties that govern protein 
interactions between two eSCs, and how they play a role in cell behavior. 
The surface membrane protein E-Cadherin, a common protein associated 
with cell adhesion, is used as the specific protein for these studies. We 
begin to use holographic optical tweezers (HOT) as a means to determine 
cell- to-cell adhesion interaction forces by studying E-Cadherin coated 
silica microparticles. Issues arising due to trap proximity led to the study 
of a novel spacing solution using 3D micro- fabrication of non-spherical 
microstructures to coat with protein and use with the holographic optical 
tweezers. Lastly, atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used as a method to 
determine the E-Cadherin adhesion force occurring between a coated AFM 
tip and glass slide. The research ultimately aims to create a usable method 
for measuring forces with HOT, and determine the effect of external force 
on embryonic stem cell adhesion and differentiation. 

 
This work was supported by NSF grant PHY-1359195. 
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A Search for New Bright Eclipsing Star Systems 
 

Lorena Mezini, Joshua Pepper 
 
 
 

Eclipsing binary stars are extremely valuable tools for probing the 
fundamental properties of stars.  Especially bright systems are easier to 
use for such analysis.  We have searched data from the KELT 
photometric survey for previously unknown detached eclipsing binary 
systems brighter than V = 8.5.  We used the box-fitting least-squares 
(BLS) algorithm to identify such systems.  Systematic noise and effects 
due to detector nonlinearity and saturation at the bright limit of the survey 
complicate the process and yield many false positives.  Here we describe 
the process and list our best candidate systems. 

 
This work was supported by NSF grant PHY-1359195. 
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Effects of Coulomb Repulsion on the Phase 
Diagram of the Asakura-Oosawa Model 

Elizabeth Pemberton, Jason Haaga and James Gunton  

Department of Physics, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015 

Abstract: 

The Asakura-Oosawa (AO) model describes the effective attractive interaction 
induced when two large colloidal bodies are immersed in a solvent consisting 
of smaller macromolecules. The effective interaction is induced due to an 
unbalanced osmotic pressure arising from the depletion of the 
macromolecules in the region between the two bodies.  We model 
amelogenin, a hydrophobic protein and with a charged hydrophilic tail, and 
the polyether compound polyethylene glycol (PEG). Amelogenin molecules 
are well described by a simplified model consisting of a colloidal spherical 
monomer and tethered point charge. The point charges interact through a 
screened Coulomb repulsion. Moreover, PEG-colloid interactions are modeled 
by the AO interaction, which describes the depletion interaction between 
amelogenin particles due to PEG. Since many particles in nature are charged, 
e.g. amelogenin, we study the effects of Coulomb repulsion on the phase 
diagram of the AO model. To observe this effect, we vary the magnitude of 
the point charges and compare the phase diagrams generated from 
simulations. 

This work has been supported by the National Science Foundation grant 
PHY-1359195. 
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Pump!and!Probe!Analysis!of!Excited!State!Lifetimes!
Hannah!Shriver!

Advisor:!Dr.!Biaggio!
Graduate!Students:!Vincent!Zoutenbier!and!Michael!Erickson!

 
 
Abstract: 
This work studies different pump and probe methods, in which a time-
delayed pulse analyzes the effects on a given sample of a pump pulse that 
illuminates it a few picoseconds earlier. First, we use this method in a 
degenerate four-wave mixing configuration to determine the excited state 
lifetime of molecules that are being investigated for their nonlinear optical 
properties, interesting for possible future use in all-optical data processing. 
The TDMEE molecule was found to have a lifetime of 2ps + 1ps, while the 
DDMEBT molecule had a longer lifetime of 8ps + 2ps. A second project 
focuses on the development of a white-light probe pulse created by nonlinear 
optical interactions inside a water cell and a sapphire crystal. A 775nm 1 kHz 
pulsed laser producing 1ps pulses with an energy of ~5 µJ is focused by a 
155 mm focal length lens into a 2.5 cm thick sapphire crystal, which leads to 
a spectrally broadened pulse covering the visible spectral range. This light is 
then collimated and brought to spatial and tunable temporal coincidence with 
a pump pulse. This set up will allow us to investigate how the transmission 
spectrum of a sample changes on a picosecond time-scale after illumination 
with a pump pulse, providing much more information on excited state 
dynamics. 
 
This work was supported by NSF grant PHY-1359195. 
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DNA Autoionization Rate Analysis in SWNT-DNA Complexes 
 

Peter Stoeckl, Slava Rotkin 
 
 
Previous experiments have indicated that for single-walled carbon 
nanotube (SWNT)-DNA complexes in solution illuminated by two-color 
(UV+visible) light, DNA autoionization is a significant factor in quenching 
the SWNT photoluminescence.  To complement experiment, a fully 
computational, quasi-static analysis of the autoionization rates was 
performed. A 70Å segment of (6,5) SWNT fragment, wrapped in two 
(GT)30 DNA strands, was simulated for 3.1 ns (6220 frames) of 
molecular dynamics. For each frame, orbital distribution and energy 
levels for a 41Å unit cell slice were computed via the INDO/s method; 
from these, time-dependent probabilities of electron or hole tunneling 
from excited-state DNA to the NT were calculated via Green’s function 
methods. Analysis of average transfer probabilities and approximate rise 
rates for various configurations shows several characteristic patterns, 
among them a higher transfer probability and rise rate for excited states 
centered on T compared to G. Characteristic maximum rise rates for hole 
tunneling are around 10fs, compared to 20fs for electron tunneling.  
 
This project was supported by Lehigh Physics Department REU Site 
Grant PHY-1359195 and NSF grant ECCS-1202398. 

  



Simulating Actin Spatial Distribution and Actin Dynamics 
after Photoactivation in the Lamellipodium 

James Tilley, jat615@lehigh.edu 

Advisors: Laura McMillen and Prof. Dimitrios Vavylonis 

 

Motile cells exhibit thin lamellipodial protrusions containing a polymerizing 
actin filament network. Experiments using single molecule imaging, 
fluorescence recovery after photo- bleaching, and photoactivation support that 
the actin filaments in the lamellipodium un- dergo assembly and disassembly 
along the whole lamellipodium that is a few micrometers wide. A mathematical 
model of single actin molecule behavior described these kinetics, accounting for 
different pools for the depolymerizing actin monomers and oligomers [1]. 
Analysis of recent photoactivation experiments by Lewalle et al. support that the 
distri- bution of actin filaments in the lamellipodium decays exponentially with 
respect to the distance from leading edge of the cell [2]. We used the Monte 
Carlo simulations of Smith et al. to simulate the experiments of Lewalle et al. 
and found that the results mostly agree with an approximate exponential rate of 
spatial decay of filament density over the middle section of the lamellipodium. 
Lewalle et al. propose a model for the distributions of actin filament barbed 
ends, pointed ends, capped ends, and junctions that includes more mechanistic 
details than the model of Smith et al. but does not account for the dynamics of 
diffuse components. As a step towards a more quantitative description of the 
lamel- lipodium that combines features of both models, we integrated the model 
of Lewalle et al. numerically and found conditions with stable solutions that 
realistically capture the functional form of the distribution of filamentous actin. 

1. Smith et al., Distributed Actin Turnover in the Lamellipodium and FRAP 
Kinetics. Biophys. J. 104:247-257 (2013). 

2. A. Lewalle et al., A phenomenological density-scaling approach to 
lamellipodial actin dynamics. Interface Focus 4:20140006 (2014). 

This work was supported by the NSF grant PHY-1359195 for the Research 
Experiences for Undergraduates program at Lehigh University. 
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Semiclassical Analysis of Quantum Mechanical 
Calculations of Rotationally Inelastic Collisions of 
He and Ar with NaK† 

Ashley Towne and A. P. Hickman 

 

Recent quantum mechanical calculations and laboratory experiments at Lehigh 
University have provided detailed information about rotationally inelastic collisions 
of He and Ar with NaK in a cell at thermal energies. The purpose of this project 
was to develop a semiclassical model for these collisions based on the well-known 
vector model. In the quantum mechanical theory, Grawert coefficients Bλ(j,j′) 
(where λ is an integer) give the probability that a discrete amount λ ̄h of angular 
momentum is transferred from the projectile to the target in a transition between 
rotational levels j and j′. Derouard showed that one can develop a semiclassical 
model by transforming from λ to the continuous variable α, the angle between 
initial and final angular mo- mentum vectors j and j′. In the present work we 
invoked the vector model, which relates the polar angle θ of the angular momentum 
vector to the azimuthal quantum number m, and showed that the distribution P (θ, 
θ′) sin θ′ of final polar angles θ′ could be expressed as a convolution of the 
semiclassical Grawert coefficient B(j, j′; cos α). Using this expression we calculated 
the expected distribution of values of ∆θ = θ′ − θ and compared it with the quantum 
mechanical result. The semiclassical model agreed very well with the quantum 
mechanical theory, especially when the quantum number j was large. The 
distribution of projections of j onto the z axis before and after collision (in a 
transition jm → j′m′) demonstrated (as others have also noticed) that m changes in 
such a way that θ tends to be preserved. The semiclassical model also predicts the 
propensity for collision-induced changes in j to be even numbers, in agreement with 
quantum mechanical theory and experiment. 

&†Work supported by NSF grants PHY-1359195, PHY-0968898, and PHY-1403060. 
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Diffusion of Hydrogen donors in In2O3 

Karla Villalta, Michael Stavola 

 

Hydrogen introduces an electrical level in the bandgap of 
semiconductors materials and modifies the behavior of electronic 
devices. In2O3 thin films containing hydrogen show n-type 
conductivity with high mobility, and theory finds that interstitial 
hydrogens (Hi+) are shallow donors that can give rise to n-type 
conductivity in In2O3. Previous studies assigned the OH center 
with vibrational frequency 3306 cm-1 to be an interstitial H+ donor. 
We have performed a series of in-diffusion and out-diffusion 
experiments to calculate the diffusion coefficient in In2O3 single 
crystals. The in-diffusion experiments consisted in thinning the 
sample at every step. While the out-diffusion consisted in 
isothermal anneals. We measured the area of the hydrogen 
absorbance, which is related to the concentration of defects, and 
the free carrier absorption at this vibrational frequency. The area 
and free carriers decreased in at every step of both types of 
experiments. In addition, computational calculations were 
performed to simulate the out-diffusion experiments. 

This work was supported by NSF grant PHY-1359195. 
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Microfluidic Chip Fabrication for the Study of Rare-Earth Ion 
Photoluminescence 

 
Kevin Wang, Prof. Slava Rotkin 

 
 
Over the last few decades, microfluidics gained considerable interest. A 

multitude of experiments at the micro level paves the way for health care, biology 

and chemistry. Nowadays microfluidics is a vital tool which allows the scaling of 

many lab processes into a portable ‘Lab-on-a-chip’. In this work we study the 

fabrication of the microfluidic channel and the procedure for bonding the 

microfluidic chip together. While conventional microfluidic chip fabrication 

procedures require expensive clean room technology and hours of preparation, 

our home-made technique utilizes easily accessible equipment and produces 

channels with a width about 50-80 micrometers. With the use of a 100mW violet 

laser and a craft cutter, the process of laser etching can easily be replicated. The 

etching and bonding techniques can also be accomplished in a non-laboratory 

setting and have shown to be reliable and stable. These chips will enable studies 

of sub-nanoliter volumes of solutions of Rare-Earth Ions and other complexes by 

photoluminescence spectroscopy. 

 

This work was supported by NSF grant PHY-1359195. 
  



 
Stellar Properties of Pulsating B Star Candidates in 

the Kepler Field 
 

Steven Waskie & M. Virginia McSwain 
 
 
 
We measure physical properties of 31 candidate β Cephei, slowly 

pulsating B stars (SPB), and hybrid pulsating B stars in the Kepler 

field. We employ LTE Kurucz ATLAS9 model atmospheres and the 

TLUSTY BSTAR2006 non-LTE grid to measure the projected 

rotational velocity, v sin i, effective temperature, Teff, and surface 

gravity, log g, from blue optical spectra for our stars. Results are 

plotted against the evolutionary tracks of Ekström et al. for 

determination of stellar masses, radii, and ages. Accurate 

determination of these parameters is crucial for asteroseismic 

analysis as it has been shown by Balona et al. that the predicted 

parameters in the Kepler Input Catalog (KIC) for these hot stars 

are unreliable. 

 

We would like to thank Lehigh University for supporting this 

research.  This work has been funded by the NSF AST-1109247 

and PHY-11359195. 
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Vibration!Welding:!!
Towards!Hybrid!Materials!Manufacturing!&!System!Restoration!

!
Andrew!Zdanowicz,!Prof.!Natasha!Vermaak!
Department!of!Mechanical!Engineering!&!Mechanics!
Lehigh!University!!
!
!
The! overall! objective! of! this! project! is! to! investigate! the! use! of! vibration!
welding!for!joining!hybrid!materials.!Hybrid!materials!are!combinations!of!
materials!configured!in!such!a!way!as!to!have!attributes!not!offered!by!any!
one!material! alone.! Hybrid!materials! involving! polymers! (polymer–metal,!
polymer3ceramic,! etc)! are! being! increasingly! pursued! for! their! associated!
weight! savings.!Yet! these! structures!are!more!difficult! to! join!due! to! their!
strongly!dissimilar!physical3chemical!characteristics.!Vibration!welding!is!a!
very!effective!technique!for! joining!polymers.!The!friction!that!arises! from!
the!rapid!rubbing!of!polymer!component!surfaces!causes!localized!melting!
and! resolidification! of! the! joined! polymers.! Though! standard! for!
structurally!joining!similar!polymers,!there!has!been!no!systematic!study!of!
vibration! welding! for! hybrid! materials.! The! vibration! welder! used! for!
testing! is! a! one3of3a3kind! machine! donated! by! General! Electric’s! Global!
Research!Center.!With!restoration!during!this!project,!the!machine!carefully!
measures! critical! parameters,! such! as! frequency,! normal! force,! and!
temperature,!during!the!welding!of!thermoplastics!to!non3plastic!surfaces.!!!
!
!
This'project'was'supported'by'the'National'Science'Foundation'grant'PHYV1359195'as'a'
part'of'the'Lehigh'University'Physics'Research'Experience'for'Undergraduates'(REU)'
program.!
!
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Photometric Properties of Red Giant Variables Stars 

Robert A. Arnold1 and Joshua Pepper2 

1 Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Central Arkansas, Conway, AR 72035 
2 Physics Department, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa 18015 

ABSTRACT 

This research investigated the time-series photometric properties of asymptotic giant branch 
(AGB) red giant stars using data from the KELT survey. Objects observed by KELT were cross-
matched to the WISE and 2MASS catalogs in order to collect colors in multiple filters. This 
information was used to create a two color diagram, and the AGB stars were identified using 
criteria taken from Tu and Wang (2012). The AGB stars were then tested for coherent 
photometric variability using Stetson analysis. The periodicity of the stars having a high Stetson 
L statistic was determined using the Lomb-Scargle method. Further work will be done to search 
for relationships between physical properties of the stars such as color and atmospheric 
chemistry and light curve parameters such as period and amplitude. The data from the KELT 
telescopes make it possible to analyze large numbers of Miras and other red giant variables. They 
will hopefully provide us and other astronomers with a useful catalog for better understanding 
the properties of these stars. 

Acknowledgment: This work was supported by the NSF grants PHY-0849416 and PHY-
1359195 

  



Optical(Transitions(of(Eu(ions(in(GaN:(The(Puzzle(of(

the(634(nm(Peak!
Courtney(Au@Yeung,(Dr.(Volkmar(Dierolf(

Abstract:!

GaN( doped( with( Eu( is( an( important( material( for( future( use( as( the( active( layer( of( red( LEDs.( After(

excitation,( the(major( emission,( in( the( spectra( takes( the( form( of( 3( peaks( centered( on( 621( nm.( These(

peaks(are(assigned(to(the(5D0(to(
7F2(transitions(of(the(majority(defect(center,(Eu1.(However,(the(spectra(

also( shows( a(much( smaller( peak( at( 634( nm.( This( peak( is( roughly( 20( times( smaller( than( the( ones( at(

621nm,( but( becomes( comparable( in( strength( in( the( emission( of( the( most( efficient( LEDs.( While( this(

observation(underscores(the(relevance(of(this(emission(peak(for(application,(its(origin(remains(unclear.((((

In( literature,( the(634nm(peak( is( often(assigned( to( the(
5D1(to(

7F4(energy(level(transition.(However,(the(peak(is(

present( with( the( same( strength( under( resonant(

excitation(conditions((see(figure)(for(which(only(the(5D0(

state( is( excited.( Excitation( of( the( 5D0( would( require(

additional( energy( and( the( questions( arises( where( the(

additional(energy(comes(from.(

(To( address( this( question,( temperature( dependent(

measurements( using( confocal( spectroscopy( were(

performed.( While( we( find( a( significant( reduction( of(

intensity( for(all(peaks(and(a(broadening(of( the(621nm(

peaks,( the( relative( ratio( of( the( integrated( emission(

strengths( at( ( ( 621nm( and( 634nm( is( barely( changed.( This( excludes( thermal( activation( as( the( main(

process.((

Data( recently( collected,( as(well( as( old( data,(was( further( analyzed( to( determine( if( the( strength(of( the(

634nm(peak(is(dependent(on(sample(growth(conditions(and(annealing.(For(both(cases,(we(were(able(to(

exclude(an(effect.(

Finally,(we(were(able( to(exclude( the(possibility( that( the(634(nm(peak( is( a(phonon@assisted( transition.(

Such(transition(would(be(shifted(by(the(phonon(energy( (11meV(and(66meV)( from(the(621nm(lines.( In(

fact,(we(see(such(a(replica((see(figure)(shifted(by(11meV.(The(634(nm(peak(on(the(other(hand(does(not(

show(any(signs(of(splitting(into(the(3(peaks,(and(is(only(40meV(from(Eu1(instead(of(66meV.(

At(this(point,(the(origin(of(the(634(nm(peak(is(still(open(but(we(speculate(that(it(might(be(related(to(a(

different( Eu( sites( and/or( a( center( reconfiguration( during( the( optical( excitation( process.( Further(



investigation(needs(to(be(done(to(determine(what(affects( the(634(nm(peak(and(what(causes( the(high(
intensity(found(in(the(most(efficient(red(LEDs.(

Acknowledgments:(Funding(was(provided(by(the(National(Science(Foundation’s(Research(Experience(for(
Undergraduates(under(grants((Phy(0849416(and(Phy(1359195).((
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Spectroscopy!of!the!NaCs!Molecule!

Shannon(Berrier(

!

ABSTRACT:(

We(have(used(the(optical@optical(double(resonance(technique(to(search(for(rotation@vibration(levels(of(

several(excited(singlet(and(triplet(states(of(the(NaCs(molecule.(Although(transitions(between(singlet(and(

triplet(states(are(forbidden(by(the(dipole(selection(rule(on(spin,(ΔS=0,(the(strong(spin@orbit(coupling(

present(in(the(NaCs(molecule(causes(the(states(to(mix.(Due(to(this,(most(electronic(states(have(both(

singlet(and(triplet(character.(The(mixing(also(causes(interesting(quantum(interference(effects(leading(to(

unusual(bound(free(fluorescence(spectra.(By(analyzing(the(fluorescence(from(these(mixed(levels,(we(are(

able(to(map(out(the(upper(state(potentials(of(NaCs(by(measuring(the(energies(of(the(vibrational(and(

rotational(levels(within(each(of(these(states.(In(addition,(not(all(levels(can(be(easily(observed(due(to(the(

fact(that(they(are(coupled(to(other(unstable(molecular(states,(causing(the(excited(molecule(to(break(

apart(before(it(can(radiate.(Some(of(the(interacting(levels(can(still(be(observed,(but(their(spectral(lines(

are(weak(and(very(broad(due(to(their(shorter(lifetimes,(and(in(accordance(with(the(Heisenberg(

Uncertainty(Principle.(

(
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Characterization of !"#$!! waveguides and methods for 
periodic poling of ferroelectrics 

 
Emanuel Casiano-Díaz1, Keith Veenhuizen2, Volkmar Dierolf2 

 

1Department of Physics, University of Puerto Rico Rio Piedras Campus, San Juan,  PR 00931 USA 

2Department of Physics, Lehigh University, 16 Memorial Drive East, Bethlehem, PA 18015 USA 

 

 

 

Abstract 

 

Two techniques for the characterization of lithium niobate waveguides have been studied. One of them 
gives us information about the waveguide’s transmission losses, while the other one allows for an 
analysis of the waveguide’s surface features. Periodic poling on lithium niobate samples has also been 
attempted using two methods. The first one consists of periodically poling the sample with an electrode 
based setup. The second method is still under work and relies on irradiating the uniformly polarized 
lithium niobate sample with an electron beam to flip its polarization. The study of these characterization 
tools and poling methods will help us move towards our goal of fabricating periodically poled lithium 
niobate on insulator ridge waveguides. 

 

  



Title: Chemical Stability of Titania and Alumina Thin Films formed by Atomic Layer Deposition 

Authors: Gabriela Calinao Correa, Nicholas C. Strandwitz 

Abstract: 

Thin films formed by Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) have a variety of applications, however 
their behaviors in fluid environments are not very well known. The chemical stability of titania 
and alumina thin films in air, 18MΩ water, potassium chloride, nitric acid, sulfuric acid, 
hydrochloric acid, potassium hydroxide, and mercury was studied. Films were deposited using 
thermal ALD at 150°C employing trimethylaluminum-H2O and 
tetrakis(dimethylamido)titanium-H2O, for alumina (Al2O3) and titania (TiO2) respectively. A 
subset of samples were annealed for three hours at 900°C, 450°C. Film thickness was measured 
with respect to time, using a spectroscopic ellipsometer. KOH was found to corrode rutile 
titania, and amorphous alumina. For both titania and alumina: thin films were found to etch in 
HCl, nitric acid, and sulfuric acid when amorphous; increase in measured thickness when 
immersed in mercury; and remain stable in neutral solutions, excepting amorphous alumina in 
water.(

 

  



Photoluminescence(of(Rubrene(Abstract(

Michael(Dougherty(

Vinnie(Zoutenbier(

Ivan(Biaggio(

(

This(work(focused(on(studying(the(Photoluminescence(of(rubrene(single(crystals(to(gain(information(on(

singlet(and(triplet(excitons(and(their(interactions.(We(developed(the(ability(to(perform(temperature(

dependent(measurements(in(a(cryostat(down(to(5(K.(Using(an(optimized(photoexcitation/detection(

setup(we(demonstrated(that(Photoluminescence(quantum(yield(can(be(measured(in(rubrene(down(to(

the(low(excitation(powers(where(only(photoexcited(singlet(excitons(are(responsible(for(the(

Photoluminescence.((This(occurs(at(an(excitation(rate(below(1019(cm@3s@1,(obtained(by(illuminating(the(

rubrene(with(a(532(nm(wavelength(laser.(Thanks(to(the(new(setup(for(temperature(dependent(

measurements,(it(will(become(possible(to(distinguish(the(effects(of(singlet(exciton(fission(and(triplet(

exciton(fusion(on(the(Photoluminescence(emitted(by(the(crystal.(The(photoexcitation/detection(setup(

that(we(developed(was(successfully(used(to(determine(the(temperature(dependence(of(the(

Photoluminescence(emission(spectrum(in(rubrene(at(excitation(powers(such(that(triplet(exciton(fusion(is(

responsible(for(the(majority(of(the(emitted(Photoluminescence(power.(

(

(
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Purification of Chitosan for Use in Injectable Bioactive Glass Systems 

Brendan Eckardt, Ukrit Thamma, and Himanshu Jain         

 The process of purifying and deacetylating chitosan powder was explored in order to 
produce a highly deacetylated sample for use in the development of injectable bioactive 
glass systems containing dual macro-nano-porosity. The process followed a two-step 
procedure of recrystallization and deacetylation, after which FTIR spectroscopy and acid 
base titration were employed as a means of characterization.  Although freeze-drying was 
called for to dry the recrystallized samples, this method could not be employed.  Samples 
were instead vacuum dried at 60⁰C for 45 hours, resulting in the formation of tough 
chitosan flakes instead of a fine powder.  FTIR determination of the degree of deacetylation 
using both the amide I and amide II baselines gave values differing by 25% for identical 
samples and baseline.  It is believed that this large variation is due to the presence of water 
still present within the chitosan which exaggerates the hydroxyl band. Furthermore, the 
stock chitosan itself only has a guaranteed DD of 75-85%, which could contribute to the 
variation seen.  Acid-base titration resulted in a degree of deacetylation of 71.2 ±5.34% for 
the stock chitosan.  It is recommended that another characterization method be used to 
validate the results of titration. 

This work has been supported by the National Science Foundation through the 
International Material Institute for New Functionality in Glass (DMR 0844014).  

 

  



Title:(An(off(axis(OH(center(in(ZnO(

Author:((Ellen(Farmer(

(

Abstract:!!

Experiments(on(H(in(ZnO(have(revealed(several(donor(species.(Two(intense(H(vibrational(
absorption(lines(were(found(at(3326(and(3611(cm@1(and(assigned(to(H(donors.(The(IR(line(at(3611(cm@1(

has(been(associated(with(an(isolated(H(donor(in(a(bond@centered(configuration.(The(line(at(3326(cm@1(
has(been(suggested(to(be(due(to(H(in(an(antibonding(configuration(in(the(vicinity(of(a(metal(defect.((

The(band(at(3326(cm@1(has(a(distinctive(dependence(on(temperature.(At(low(temperatures,(the(
3326(cm@1(band(appears(to(consist(of(four(overlapping(components.(As(the(temperature(increases,(the(
relative(intensities(of(the(components(change(and(two(additional(sidebands(appear.(This(behavior(is(
reminiscent(of(our(previous(findings(for(an(OD@Li(center(in(MgO,(in(which(the(D(atom(was(found(to(be(
displaced(off(axis(and(added(a(hindered@rotation(structure(to(the(O@D(vibrational(band.(

The(temperature(dependence(of(the(side(bands(of(the(3326(cm@1(line(suggests(a(hindered@
rotational(motion(of(an(off@axis(OH(defect(structure(in(ZnO.(An(Arrhenius(plot(indicates(that(the(
rotational(structure(arises(from(three(energy(levels(in(the(ground(vibrational(state.((

Further(theoretical(work(is(needed(to(identify(the(off(axis(defect(structure(that(gives(rise(to(the(
3326(cm@1(line.(Our(results(suggest(that(off@axis(defects(may(be(common(in(semiconducting(oxides.(This(
experiment(was(funded(by(NSF(Grants(DMR(1160756,(PHY@0849416,(and(PHY@1359195.(

(

  



 

Effect(of(DC(Electric(Field(on(the(Softening(Temperature(of(

Alkali(Silicate(Glasses(

Christie(Hasbrouck,(Charles(McLaren,(and(Himanshu(Jain(

Department(of(Materials(Science(&(Engineering,(Lehigh(University,(Bethlehem,(PA(18015(

(

Abstract:!

Spark(plasma(sintering(is(gaining(momentum(as(an(advanced(ceramic(processing(technique(due(

to(its(reduction(in(processing(time(and(temperature(required(to(create(almost(theoretically(

dense(ceramic(materials.(Motivated(by(the(effectiveness(of(this(process,(we(have(studied(the(

effect(of(applied(DC(electric(field(on(the(reduction(in(softening(temperature(of(certain(mixed(

alkali(silicate(glasses.(This(project(aimed(to(broaden(the(study(started(at(the(University(of(

Colorado(at(Boulder,(where(it(was(found(that(applied(DC(electric(fields(greatly(decreased(the(

softening(temperature(of(sodium(aluminosilicate(glass.(It(was(predicted(that(the(sodium(silicate(

and(sodium(aluminosilicate(glasses(studied(would(have(a(greater(field@induced(softening((FIS)(

effect(than(the(lithium@sodium(mixed(alkali(glasses(due(to(their(lower(resistivity.(The(results(

confirmed(this(prediction(as(both(sodium(silicates(had(much(greater(FIS(effects(than(either(of(

the(mixed(alkali(silicate(glasses(tested.(Proposed(mechanisms(for(this(FIS(effect(include(joule(

heating,(electron(avalanches,(and(electro@thermal(poling.(Future(work(will(include(

experimentation(with(higher(electric(field(strengths(and(further(exploration(of(the(mechanisms(

of(field@induced(viscous(flow.(

This(work(has(been(supported(by(the(National(Science(Foundation(through(the(International(

Material(Institute(for(New(Functionality(in(Glass((DMR(0844014).(

  



Actin Filament Distribution during Cytokinetic Ring Assembly in 
Fission Yeast 

 

Anna Henderson1, Tamara Bidone2, Dimitrios Vavylonis2 
1. Keck Science Department, Scripps College, Claremont CA 

2. Department of Physics, Lehigh University, Bethlehem PA 

 

 

In eukaryotic cells the cytokinetic ring plays an important role in cell division.  Fission 
yeast are a model organism for studying cell division. There are multiple proposed 
mechanisms for the formation of the contractile ring in fission yeast.  The leading cable 
mechanism was proposed based on experimental images that showed star-like actin 
networks initiating at one node cluster near the center line. The search, capture, pull, 
release (SCPR) mechanism suggests that the many nodes coalesce towards the center of the 
cell due to the temporary ‘capture’ of polymerizing F-actin by nearby nodes followed by a 
pulling force exerted by the myosin II in the capturing node.  A three-dimensional computer 
simulation based on the SCPR mechanism of ring formation (Bidone, Tang and Vavylonis, 
2014, submitted) suggests that actin filaments will become increasingly membrane bound 
throughout ring formation.  We analyzed spinning disk confocal microscopy images of 
fission yeast expressing GFP-CHD, an actin filament tag, for comparison with the model. 
The images were provided by I-Ju Lee in the group of Jian-Qiu Wu at the Ohio State 
University. Cells in various stages of ring formation were chosen and roughly grouped into 
early, middle, and late formation stages.  SOAX, a filament network extraction software, 
was used to locate and measure the intensity of the network of actin filaments in fission 
yeast cells in the process of ring assembly.  The radial distribution of filaments and 
intensity of filaments in live cells were compared to simulation data. The analysis showed 
that actin filament concentration peaked near the cell membrane and actin filaments or 
filament bundles extended into the cytoplasm within a region of width of order 1 micron. 
This is in qualitative agreement with the three dimensional model, however some 
differences were observed in the time evolution of the cytoplasmic component.  This method 
of image analysis allows for a more detailed comparison of filament networks in three-
dimensional models with networks in live cells. 

 

 

  



Phase!Transitions!in!a!Model!of!YIMolecules!Abstract!

Danielle!Holz!

( Immunoglobulin( is( a( Y@shaped( molecule( that( functions( as( an( antibody( to( neutralize(
pathogens.((In(special(cases(where(there(is(a(high(concentration(of(immunoglobulin(molecules,(
self@aggregation( can( occur( and( the( molecules( undergo( phase( transitions.( ( This( prevents( the(
molecules( from(completing( their( function.( ( (We(used(a( simplified(model( of( 2@Dimensional( Y@
molecules(with(three(identical(arms(on(a(triangular(lattice(with(2@dimensional(Grand(Canonical(
Ensemble.( ( The(molecules(were( permitted( to( be( placed,( removed,( rotated( or(moved( on( the(
lattice.((Once(phase(coexistence(was(found,(we(used(histogram(reweighting(and(multicanonical(
sampling(to(calculate(our(phase(diagram.(((

 

  



A Novel Technique for Narrow-Band Tunable Filter Photometry to Enable Ground-Based Exoplanet 
Detection 

 

Benjamin Kimock 

 

We present a novel technique for the removal of sky rings from narrow-band photometry, which arise due 
to OH emission.  Our goal is to achieve very high-precision ground-based photometry to enable detection 
of small transit or occultation signals from exoplanets.  Our method bins an image with respect to the 
distance to the optical center of the system, then smooths and interpolates the binned data onto the whole 
image to create a highly accurate model of the sky rings. We demonstrate our technique on narrow-band 
photometry of the super-Earth-size transiting planet CoRoT-7b acquired with the OSIRIS tunable filter 
imager on the 10.4-meter Gran Telescopio Canarias.  Without removing sky rings, we do not detect a 
transit of CoRoT-7b at any significance.  After removing sky rings with our technique, we detect a transit 
at a significance of 3.2-sigma.  Our detection of the transit suggests that this technique enables ground-
based detection of exoplanets with transit or occultation depths on the order of 0.1 mmag.  At the time of 
writing, we believe this to be the first ground-based detection of a transit of a super-Earth orbiting a Sun-
like star. This suggests that the characterization of similarly Earth-sized planets discovered by Kepler and 
the future TESS mission may be possible from the ground. 

(

  



The Effect of β-GP Salt on Gelation and pH of Bioactive Glass-Chitosan 
Mixture  

Zhenni Lin, Ukrit Thamma, Himanshu Jain  

Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 

!International Materials Institute for New Functionality in Glass, Lehigh 
University, Bethlehem, PA 

Abstract 

Current work investigated the effect of β-GP salt on gelation and pH of 
the injectable bioactive glass-chitosan mixture. The injectable bioactive 
glass-chitosan mixture can be used to replace invasive surgery to fix 
small bone defects in the body. An ideal mixture should 1) stay as liquid 
below 37C to remain injectable, 2) gel above 37C to stay at the defected 
area inside the body, and 3) maintain a physiological pH of 6.8-7.4 to 
avoid rejection from the body. Mixtures with various concentrations of 
β-GP salt were prepared. PH test was performed to examine the 
influence of β-GP salt on pH. Viscosity test was performed to determine 
the incipient gelation temperature of the mixture as well as the stiffness 
after gelation. The results showed that increase in β-GP salt 
concentration increased the pH, and decreased the gelation temperature. 
The group also found that addition of bioactive glass to the mixture 
increased the pH, decreased the gelation temperature. Furthermore, it 
increased the overall viscosity of the mixture. Taking into account the 
complementing effect of β-GP salt and bioactive glass, one can better 
tailor the pH and viscosity of the mixture to fit each patient’s body 
characteristics. 

  
 

  



Neutron!Scattering!Study!of!Acoustic!Phonon!Modes!in!the!
Ferroelectric!Relaxor!KxI1LixTaO3!

(

Joseph!Lundeen!!

Advisor:!Dr.!Jean!Toulouse!

(

Relaxor(ferroelectrics(have(generated(a(great(deal(of( interest(because(microscopic(electric( interactions(
within(them(have(macroscopic(consequences.(Kx@1LixTaO3((abbreviated(KLT)(is(one(such(crystal,(in(which(
the( Li+( ions( are( displaced( from( the( normal( lattice( site,( thereby( forming( electric( dipoles( which( can(
reorient( between( several( crystallographically( equivalent( directions.( ( The(mutual( interactions( of( these(
dipoles(lead(to(the(formation(of(polar(nano@domains((PNDs)(at(lower(temperatures;(these(are(regions(in(
which( a( group( of( lithium( dipoles( align(with( one( another( to( form(what( is( effectively( a( “giant”( dipole.(
These(PNDs(are(capable(of(relaxation(motion(in(the(form(of(rotations(that(correspond(to(the(collective(
reorientation(of( the( individual( dipoles( in( the(PND.( Furthermore,( PNDs(are(nano@inhomogeneities( that(
introduce(an(element(of(disorder(in(the(lattice(and(can(influence(its(dynamical(properties,(in(particular(
phonons.( Elastic( and( inelastic( neutron( scans( were( used( to( probe( the( effect( of( this( disorder( on( the(
phonon(modes( in( the( crystal.( The( elastic( scans( demonstrated( a( relief( of( extinction(of( the(Bragg(peak(
near(T=80(K,(an(indication(that(a(structural(phase(transition(occurs(as(this(temperature.(Inelastic(scans(
were(used( to(excite(both( transverse(and( longitudinal(acoustic(phonons( in( the( (0,1,0)(Brillouin(Zone.(A(
comparison(of(the(transverse(and(longitudinal(scans(reveals(stronger(damping(in(the(longitudinal(mode.(
This(can(be(attributed( to(a(coupling(of( the( longitudinal(mode(to( the( relaxation(of( the(PNDs(described(
above;(as(we(do(not(see(the(same(effect(on(the(transverse(mode,(this(indicates(directionally@dependent(
coupling.(Fitting(of(the(neutron(spectra(with(a(damped(harmonic(oscillator(model(allowed(determining(
the( energy,( E(q)( and( damping,( Γ(q),( of( the( phonons( as( a( function( of( the( wavevector,( q.( The( q(
dependence( of( the( energy( E( represents( the( dispersion( of( the( phonon.( Examination( of( the( dispersion(
curves( as( a( function( of( temperature( for( the( transverse( and( longitudinal( acoustic( phonons( showed(
evidence( of( mode( softening( through( the( phase( transition( temperature.( ( The( author( wishes( to(
acknowledge( the( NSF( for( providing( funding( for( this( research( through( grants( PHY@0849416( and( PHY@
1359195.(
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(

Abstract!
 

Osmotic(equation(of(state([P(N,T)]!describes(both(the(mechanical(properties(and(phase(
behavior)of)a)colloid)suspension.)As)an)alternative)to)the)sedimentation)and)scattering)
methods,%we%propose%a%new%approach%to#determine#P(N,T)#by#dielectrophoresis$(DEP).$DEP$
provides)particle)density)profiles,)which)are)imaged)using)confocal)microscopy)and)used)to)
determine(the(DEP(force(field(when(the(particle(concentration(is(low(and(the(inter@particle)
interactions*are*negligible.*Once*the*force*field*is*known,#using#Einstein’s"osmotic"equilibrium"
equation,*we*can*calculate*P(N,T)*from*the*particle*density*profile*of*interacting,*charge@
stabilized**polystyrene*latex*particles*under*different*salt*concentrations.* 
(

  



Investigating Binary Wolf-Rayet Binary Stars Potential Gamma-Ray Sources 

Jacqui Meadows 

Michael Alexander 

M. Virginia McSwain 

 

 

 Wolf-Rayets are massive, hot, and luminous evolved stars with strong stellar winds. 
When paired with another massive star emitting strong stellar winds, the region where their 
winds collide produces a bow shock that may emit gamma-rays. This work seeks to find such a 
colliding wind binary by correlating the orbital period of a binary Wolf-Rayet with periodic 
changes in flux in nearby gamma-ray sources observed by Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope 
Large Area Telescope (LAT).  We selected three binary Wolf-Rayet stars for analysis. WR 39 and 
WR 48 are in close proximity to unassociated sources from the LAT 2-Year Point Source Catalog 
(2FGL). WR 140 was selected on the basis of being a double-lined spectroscopic binary; the close 
passage of the two stars may contribute to colliding winds that could produce gamma-rays.  We 
first used the Fermi Science Tools to calculate average flux values. The orbital period of WR 39 
has not been established; so rather than creating a folded light curve, photon data for its 
proposed 2FGL counterpart were next analyzed using seven-day time bins in an attempt to use 
periodic behavior in the 2FGL source to find the orbital period of WR 39. However, no periodic 
behavior was evident in the plotted data. Since WR 48 lies just outside error ellipse of its 
proposed 2FGL counterpart, we performed the six-year likelihood analysis twice. First, WR 48 
was manually inserted as a point source; this resulted in a non-converging fit. Instead, we used 
the proposed 2FGL counterpart as the object of interest. After calculating the average flux, we 
separated the photon data into phase bins based on the 18.34 day period of WR 48. The 
resulting folded light curve does not show any periodic behavior. WR 140 was also manually 
inserted as a point source; the analysis of the six-year data set failed to establish the existence of 
a gamma-ray source at the location of WR 140 and no further analysis was performed on this 
source.  

 

This research took place at Lehigh University and was made possible by generous 
funding from the National Science Foundation  (grants PHY-0849416, PHY-1359195 and AST-
1109247). 

  



Raman Spectroscopy of the Thermoelectric 

Sr0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6 

Michael Primrose, Jean Toulouse 

August 1, 2014 

 

The Raman spectra of unreduced and highly reduced samples of the single crystal 
Sr0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6 (SBN) cut along the a-axis or c-axis were compared at room 
temperature to understand the behavior of the atomic vibrations. The reduced samples 
were annealed at 1300 oC with an oxygen partial pressure of 10−16 atm to introduce 
oxygen vacancies. The unreduced samples exhibited broader features in our low 
frequency domain than those that were highly re- duced. There was also a shift in the 
peak position for the high frequency peaks involved as well the appearance of a peak at 
1000 cm−1 for our highly reduced sample. Quasi-elastic scattering was observed along the 
a-axis, but did not appear strongly along the c-axis. 

Special thanks to the National Science Foundation for providing funding under the grants 
PHY-0849416 and PHY-1359195 

  



Investigation of Excited State Dynamics in Rubrene Using 
Degenerate Four Wave Mixing 

Brittany Richman 
Advisor: Dr. Biaggio  

Graduate Student: Kebra Ward 
 

This work used a pump and probe technique on the nanosecond time-scale to 

determine the time-dynamics of photoexcited states in rubrene. We used a transient-

grating method in a degenerate four-wave mixing configuration while controlling the 

modulation and spatial period of the photoinduced grating. In this method the diffraction 

efficiency of a probe beam is directly determined by the density of excited states, which 

we tentatively assigned to triplet excitons. The time-dynamics of the photoinduced 

grating amplitude showed a typical power-law behavior above a photoexcitation density 

of ~1020 photons/cm3. The experiments showed that at excitation densities 

corresponding to an average distance between photoexcited molecules on the order of 

~2 nanometers, half the photoexcited states interact with each other, leading to mutual 

annihilation within 1 ns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Acknowledgments:  
 I would like to thank Kebra Ward and my advisor Professor Biaggio for their help 
and guidance throughout the summer and the National Science Foundation for 
supporting the research carried out in the Physics Research Experience for 
Undergraduates program this summer at Lehigh University via NSF Grants PHY-
0849416 and PHY-1359195.  



Investigation of Rotationally Inelastic Collisions between 
NaK and Helium   

Josey Stevens  

Advisor: A. Peet Hickman 

We have investigated, theoretically and computationally, the energy dependence of cross sections for 
changes in the angular momentum quantum numbers (j,m) of NaK during rotationally inelastic thermal 
collisions between NaK and Helium.  The collisions are of the type 

NaK(v,j,m) + He → NaK(v,j′,m′) + He. 

The vibrational quantum number v does not change for the collisions that we consider. Previous 
computational results have shown a propensity for even values of  Δj = j – j′, that is, higher cross sections 
for transitions corresponding to even values of Δj than for odd. Utilizing a potential energy surface 
calculated with the GAMESS code, and implementing the Arthurs and Dalgarno method to perform 
quantum mechanical coupled channel calculations, we computed the energy dependence of selected 
scattering cross sections of the NaK – He system. Our calculations of cross sections have revealed that for 
collision energies below about 0.001 a.u. (T ≈ 300 K), transitions with odd Δj exhibit a much stronger 
dependence on collision energy than those of even Δj.  This result provides additional evidence for 
significant differences between transitions corresponding to even and odd values of Δj.  Further 
investigations of this difference will focus on the energy dependence of the probability for transfer of 
alignment and orientation of NaK in collisions with He. 

  



Glass Transition and Characterization of Evaporated 
As2S3 Films 

 
Paarth Thapar, Dmytro Savytskyy, William Heffner, Himanshu Jain* 

International Materials Institute for the New Functionality in Glass, Lehigh University 

Abstract: 

 

This study investigates the inorganic As-S system to determine the onset glass transition (Tonset) 
temperature of vapor deposited films. The goal of this project was to evaluate the effect of 
substrate temperature on Tonset. A substrate heater and temperature control setup was created as 
an accessory to the Edwards E306A vacuum deposition system to accomplish this task. By 
thermally evaporating As2S3 glass and using DSC, SEM, and EDS as characterization tools, we 
observed that a deviation from the stoichiometric composition leads to a decrease in the onset 
glass transition temperature of the film. Deposition with a high temperature substrate (HTS) with 
temperature Tg-50 was then performed and characterized. For the same chemical composition of 
film, the onset temperature of the HTS deposited film was 17⁰C higher than that observed for 
room temperature substrate (RTS) deposited film. This HTS film falls within the criteria of 
kinetically more stable compared to RTS films, as defined by Swallen et al (2007). In the next 
study, the temperature of the substrate should be varied to determine the optimal temperature of 
the substrate, resulting in the highest Tonset of the film (most kinetically stable).  

 

 

 

 

This work has been supported by the National Science Foundation through the International 
Materials Institute for New Functionality in Glass (DMR-0844014). 

 

  



Parametric Study of Anomalous Thermal, Particle and  
Momentum Transport in Tokamak Plasmas 

 
Christopher Wilson 

 
Abstract 

 
 A new tool is developed to obtain experimental, predictive, and interpreted values from the 

TRANSP/PTRANP code in order to study the parameter dependence of transport models. This 

tool is used to investigate the parameter dependence of the new Multi-mode anomalous transport 

model 8.1 (MMM8.1). A number of scans are carried out and the parameters chosen are those 

typical for DIII-D discharges.  A stiffness study reveals that large values of shear flow and low 

values of magnetic shear lead to reduced stiffness and reduced thermal diffusivity as well as to 

an increase in the temperature gradient threshold.  In addition, collisionality and temperature 

gradient scans indicate that the transport associated with the ITG/TEM modes decrease with 

large electron collisionality while transport associated with DRIBM diffusivity components 

increase with collisionality. In contrast, in the temperature gradient scan carried out, the behavior 

observed is that the transport associated with ITG/TEM modes increase with increased 

temperature gradient and the DRIBM transport decreases.   The anomalous poloidal momentum 

diffusivity is found to be smaller than the toroidal momentum diffusivity.  Additional scans 

carried out include density gradient, q, plasma beta, and plasma elongation. Results from the 

scans can be used to identify conditions for achieving optimal tokamak discharge performance.  

 

We are grateful for funding from National Science Foundation grants PHY-0849416 and PHY-

1359195. 

  



“Disorder in Two-Dimensional Assembly of Hard Spheres” 
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July 30, 2014 

 

The disordered nature of solid materials is often overlooked for the simplified case of crystalline 
structures even though only a very small fraction of manufactured alloys are crystalline. As greater 
understanding is gained of these simplified cases, the important question of disorder in solids becomes 
less daunting. We present the design and implementation of a new experimental setup and assessment of 
the system performance based on preliminary measurements for a 2-D hard sphere system. The system 
will be used for detailed investigations into the formation and dynamical nature of disorder in metallic 
alloys. 

A case in point is scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images of metallic alloys: structures and 
compositions are given, but they reveal disordered positions of constituent atoms at surfaces, not a 
crystalline placement.[1] Direct studies of these systems are difficult to carry out in a laboratory due to 
the fact that the experimental conditions are difficult to control and STM imaging is extremely time 
consuming. We choose to model these real disordered systems by means of a simplified simulated 
experimental setup: a two-dimensional aluminum cell containing an assembly of hard spheres (2.5mm 
steel ball-bearings) is driven asymmetrically, forming a randomly close packed (RCP) medium. The 
driving mechanism in question makes use of a stepping motor driven under a chaotic algorithm; it is 
designed to produce a normal distribution of particle velocities. The baseplate is coated with a transparent 
conducting thin-film material in order to prevent a buildup of surface charges on the spheres. The 
particles in the assembly interact only by hard-core repulsion, so we tilt the baseplate to incorporate 
attractive interaction between particles. This angle of tilt causes the medium to stratify in particle number 
density; the stratification can be independently analyzed to gain insight into formation of disorder as 
regions of low to high particle number density are traversed. The medium is partitioned and the 
population of particles is obtained for the partitioned regions; the local particle number density evolves as 
a stretched exponential function of time for the initial rapid relaxation period. Full relaxation is, however, 
well approximated in the form of an exponentially decaying function of time.  

We find that this drive mechanism causes distinct anisotropies in the particle velocity 
distributions. Along the driven direction it appears nearly Gaussian, suggesting that the drive mechanism 
successfully simulates a system in thermal equilibrium. The velocity distribution perpendicular to the 
driven direction appears much narrower, however, and is well fit by a Lorentz distribution. Velocity 
components in this direction can only arise from particle-to-particle collisions, and this result is consistent 
with other physical systems of interacting particles.[2, 3]  

We find our simulated 2-D material is composed of crystallites and glassy matter. Regions of 
high particle number density contain crystallites of greater spreads in size than regions of low particle 



number density.  Increasing crystallite sizes leads to narrowing of the velocity distributions as increasing 
numbers of particles move together as crystallites instead of as individual particles.  

Moving forward, we will make use of this experimental setup and these results in order to explore 
the origin and nature of disorder in metallic alloys. 

 

 [1] Y.W. Kim, Int. J. Thermophys. 26, 1051 (2005); 28, 732 (2007); Y.W. Kim, R.P. Cress, High 
Temperatures–High Pressures 40, 335 (2011) 

[2](V. Horvatic, S. Müller, D. Veza, C. Vadla and J. Franzke,(J.#Anal.#At.#Spectrom.#29,(498(( (2014)(

[3](L.(Ofman,(S.P.(Gary,(A.F.(Viñas,(J.#Geophys.#Res.(107,(1461((2002)(
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